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organisation. Within these pages you 
will find features and articles on Irish and 
international children’s books as well as 
in-depth reviews of new titles for children 
and teenagers. With its range of expert 
contributors, this is a key resource for 
teachers, writers, illustrators, librarians, 
parents and everyone interested in 
children’s books.

Continue the conversation with us at 
www.childrensbooksireland.ie where 
you will find more reviews, articles and 
up-to-the minute news.
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 A NATION OF STORYTELLERS A brief report on CBI’s attendance at the  
Bologna Children’s Book Fair 2019.5

 BOOKS YOU CAN DANCE WITH Mags Walsh talks to Irish author–illustrator  
Mary Murphy about her career to date.2

 COIS LIFE Coiscéimeanna suntasacha i bhfoilsitheoireacht 
na hóige le Claire Marie Dunne.6

 CHOOSE KIND
Gráinne Clear interviews R.J. Palacio about the 
phenomenon of Wonder and how it came to be.13

 THE MAKING OF A LADY Kunak McGann charts the career of  
author Robin Stevens.9

The CBI Book of the Year Awards winners, 
announced at International Literature 
Festival Dublin in May, make a great 
starting point for summer reading. Of 
the six awards presented, debut author 
Kelly McCaughrain took home three for 
her novel Flying Tips for Flightless Birds, 
an unprecedented coup, and a powerful 
combination of accolades: Book of the Year, 
the Eilís Dillon Award for a first book and 
the Children’s Choice Award. Considering 
the ten shortlisted titles as a group, we can 
be sure that the future of Irish children’s 
literature is in safe hands with so many 
debuts worthy of recognition and praise.

The team at Children’s Books Ireland will 
be spending the coming months working 
on our strategic plan for 2020–2023, 
and we’ll be asking for our members’ 
opinions, starting with your feedback on 
Inis magazine and how it can best serve the 
children’s book community. We want the 
magazine to be useful, relevant, vibrant and 
of excellent quality both in terms of content 
and production values. Please let us know 
what you think really works and what could 
be improved so that we can shape its future 
to meet our members’ expectations. A survey 
is enclosed and is also available online – see 
our website and social media for details. The 
deadline for submissions is 31 July.

This year will bring many changes for 
Children’s Books Ireland, including a new 
look for our brand, which will be revealed 
at the 2019 CBI International Conference 
at the Light House Cinema on 21 and 22 
September. Our core team has grown and 

the office now boasts five staff as well as 
our part-time development and marketing 
manager and our Laureate na nÓg project 
manager. If we may include our wonderful 
Inis editors, our book doctors and Book 
Clinic assistants and all the interns and 
friends who support us, CBI is a stronger 
organisation than ever. 

Book gifting has become a key focus for us 
and we are working on a number of projects 
all over the island of Ireland to ensure that 
all children have access to the joy of reading. 
The Bookseed project in Limerick has 
launched and is providing books to babies at 
their appointments with the public health 
nurse, and later at their local libraries. We 
are grateful to the JP McManus Benevolent 
Fund for their support for Bookseed, 
as well as our partners in the HSE and 
Limerick Libraries. We are also continuing 
our campaign for school libraries, both 
advocating for funding to be reinstated 
and providing books directly to schools 

through numerous projects supported by our 
corporate partners and the Irish Copyright 
Licensing Agency. For the first time this year 
we have worked with the Dublin Region 
Homeless Executive to provide books to 
Family Hubs and to bring a Champion 
of Reading to work with teenagers in 
emergency accommodation. This project 
is supported by the Coca-Cola Thank You 
Fund. 

The CBI Book Clinic will be at festivals and 
venues throughout the summer, including 
Electric Picnic, Kaleidoscope and Fingal 
Libraries. We hope to see many of you at 
the CBI International Conference; tickets 
are on sale now and we think the line-up for 
this year is especially strong. Our theme this 
year is ‘Belonging’ – one of the words that 
comes up among our community again and 
again when we’ve asked you to describe the 
benefits of the conference. 

Until then, we hope you enjoy this month’s 
articles, including Irish and international 
artists and publishers talking about their 
work, their spaces, politics and young 
people’s voices. As ever, we are so grateful to 
our interviewers whose skill and hard work 
allows us to publish these excellent features 
each month. As we come into summer, we 
hope this copy of Inis makes it to gardens, 
beaches, trains and planes – find us on 
Instagram, Twitter and Facebook and let 
us know what adventures your magazine is 
going on.

Elaina Ryan, 
CEO Children’s Books Ireland 
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Where do you start when you want to 
talk about Mary Murphy and her work? 
Since her first book, I Like it When, and 
the more than forty other books that 
have followed since, her work has been 
distinctive, assured and skillful. The 
books are as thoughtful and measured as 
their creator, so I was delighted to have 
the chance to reacquaint myself with 
both books and maker recently.

Mary has recently returned to Dublin after 
seventeen years in Galway. It was a decision, 
she said, she made quickly. ‘When I was 
living in Galway and decided to move back 
to Dublin, that decision was made in five 
minutes, less – it just made itself.’

That decisiveness is also evident in how she 
works and in the work itself. She is always 
keen to distil something to its essence. ‘It’s 
like polishing a piece of wood. The more you 
polish, the more of the grain reveals itself. It 
becomes more wood-like as you reveal it.’ At 
a recent event for families, she introduced 
various books, not by saying ‘this is the story 
of a character’, but ‘this is a book about a 
concept’. It is a subtle distinction but one 
which seems to embody how she works. 

She says an idea can arrive in all sorts 
of ways. ‘Sometimes it just arrives and 
sometimes it starts with a character, which I 
find the hardest because you have a character 
who doesn’t have a story. So you can’t make 
this character do a certain thing.’ She’s also 
interested in how form and shape can inspire 
a story. For her board books, in particular, 
her publishers will sometimes share blank 
dummy books with her on which she can 

create a story led by the shapes and forms 
of the pages themselves. In Mouse Is Small, 
for example, the growing page size led her to 
start with a small mouse and end with a large 
elephant. 

Her first book arrived via a penguin 
character. She was always drawing and 
writing but had never thought about 
publishing. After college she worked as a 
freelance illustrator. She decided to take 
some time off, ‘thinking of doing children’s 
books – it kind of seemed quite magical that 
I might actually have a book published. But I 
just thought I’d always regret not trying it.’

Amongst a range of illustration samples she 
sent to publishers was her first character, a 
little penguin. She sent off twenty sample 
packs to twenty publishers in London at the 
same time. ‘I didn’t know how publishing 
worked, so I did it the way you weren’t 
supposed to do it.’ It did work for her, 
however, and ten of the twenty publishers 
agreed to meet with her when she visited 
London a little while later. 

It was certainly an exciting start to her career 
as a picturebook maker, considering she 
thought she would be given work solely as 
an illustrator. ‘I didn’t think I’d be writing 
the books – I thought they might use me as 
an illustrator. I wanted to show that I could 
put characters through their paces and show 
them in different situations.’

It was the penguin character – well, the 
two penguin characters – that publishers 
loved and Reed (now Egmont Publishing) 
encouraged her to make a book about the 
relationship between big penguin and little 
penguin. ‘That’s how I did I like It When 
because it’s a book about relationships.’

While her books are often about 
relationships, reading them also stimulates 
relationships. Many of the books encourage 
physical interaction between adult and child 
when reading them together. ‘It’s something 
I like using books for. I remember doing I 
Like It When and one of the reasons I had 
it in the first person was that when, for 
example, a mother has a child on her lap 
reading the books and reads “I like it when 
you hold my hand”, they are quite inclined 
to hold hands or kiss. So, I just like using the 
book as a real interaction thing.’

Even though she hadn’t anticipated it at the 
beginning, there was strong demand for 
more books and ideas from her publishers. 
‘It was really gratifying and thrilling, and I 
couldn’t believe that it was just a lovely area 
to work in. Everybody really cared about 
the book, the editors and designers. And 
I still say it about publishing, they really 
care.’ She continued her relationship with 

It’s like polishing a piece of 
wood. The more you polish, the 
more of the grain reveals itself. 
It becomes more wood-like as 

you reveal it.

BOOKS YOU 
CAN DANCE 
WITH 
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Egmont Publishing for more titles and also 
worked with Dorling Kindersley, Random 
House and Little Tiger Press. When a key 
relationship at Egmont Publishing moved to 
Walker Books, she invited Mary to do books 
with them too. 

One of a family of six, reading and books 
were an important place to retreat to for 
Mary in her own childhood. ‘Reading was 
a way of finding a space for yourself in a 
busy house. I'm not really an extrovert, so 
it didn’t really suit me to be in a very busy 
house, loud, noisy, very much the house that 
everybody came to.’ Now, looking back, 
Mary is curious about why the local library 
wasn’t part of her life growing up. She often 
talks about libraries and all they offer at 
children's events.

Her work life is fairly ordered, and she 
prefers to work alone most of the time from 
home rather than in a shared studio space. 
‘I have just moved into the house I'm in and 
my work room is the biggest bedroom. I also 
work quite a lot in different spaces. So I’d 
work on the kitchen table a lot, especially 
if I’m just mucking about. And I can write 
sitting somewhere else or in bed.’

Her ‘mucking about’ can be both in words 
and pictures. Inspired by David Bowie, 
she’ll chop up words to wake her brain up. 
She uses little creative exercises, often with a 
friend, to spark ideas. Playing with metaphor 
is one. ‘Say “as green as a teapot” and “as 
cold as a wall” and then you maybe just swap 
them. You say “as cold as a teapot” and “as 
green as a wall”. And sometimes something 
happens – “as cold as a teapot” … so it just 
wakes up something else that’s random.’ 

While much of the work takes place solo, 
the relationship with her publishers, in 
particular editors and designers, is very 
important. She has tended to work with 
particular editors over a number of years, 
developing effective creative partnerships. 
‘It’s just about compatibility and what you 
need in your work. So you might want less 
or more from your editor.’ She enjoys the 
collaboration and connection with her 
publishers. 

The gestation of projects can vary widely, 
with an average of about two years from 
initial concept to publication and sometimes 
up to five years, depending on publishing 
schedules and other factors. It is clear that 
nothing gets shown until Mary is really sure 
what the book is about and what is the core 
concept or moment within it. The assured 
confidence of her books likely comes from 
these very careful foundation-building 
moments. It also means that she can stay 
true to the book as it develops; she can hold 

her through-line. ‘I can say that can’t happen 
because the point of this book is this.’ 

There is no sense of rushing work to get 
it shown or shared. It will stay with Mary 
until it is very ready to enter the world. 
‘I realised one idea I developed recently 
won’t be published, because I won’t show 
it to anybody now. It’s a format I love, but 
it’s the wrong idea. So sometimes I can get 
distracted with an exciting format and 
think, oh I’d love to do something, and this 
would look nice, but actually it doesn’t mean 
anything.’

When she started, her work was all hand-
made, but now she uses plenty of digital 
tools as well. Where techniques have 
changed over the years it has been a mixture 
of necessity and choice. An allergy to spray 
glue meant that Photoshop replaced physical 
collage at one point. Photoshop also brought 
some other changes to how she works. ‘You 
feel very secure with Photoshop. If I was 
tired working on a big piece of art, you just 
stop, you have to stop, but with Photoshop 
you can keep going because if you make a 
mistake you can do it again tomorrow.’ Most 
of her text is hand-lettered in each spread, 
though occasionally publishers have created 
typefaces for certain projects.

Her very distinct visual style, many full 
colour spreads with thick black outlines. 
has been there from the start. Also there 
from the very beginning is a strong instinct 
for rhythm and reveal. Her pacing is near 
perfect in every story. In the pair of board 
books Quick Duck and Slow Snail, you can 
see how in control of pacing she is. ‘In Slow 
Snail it’s all one sentence. The whole book 
is only one sentence to make it very slow. 
And then in Quick Duck, I think there are 
three sentences per spread.’ She is careful 
about the moments within a story. ‘I’d say to 
people, if you are using rhythms, use them so 
that they support your turning point in your 
story, so change the rhythm when you are 
changing your story.’ 

She has learned lots about picturebooks 
as her career developed. It is fascinating 
that she is happy to include what might be 
considered the books’ big reveal moment on 
the cover. After all, she reasons, ‘You don’t 
need to avoid a reveal on a cover because a 
picturebook is read so many times – there is 
only one first time and then there is another 
one hundred times.’ She has also defied other 
picturebook rules with some titles shunning 
the thirty-two-page convention because the 
story was complete in less.  

Her stories are direct and the words and 
picture echo each other clearly. ‘What I want 
is communication, for it to be very clear and 
undecorated what the character is feeling.’

There have been occasional bumps in her 
career road. Having taken two years away 
from books to work with community 
projects in Guatemala some years ago, 
she found coming back into the industry 
difficult. She had to rebuild and forge new 
relationships at a time the industry was 
rapidly changing. Suddenly there were 
new teams in publishing houses and there 
was much new illustration talent breaking 
through. 

What I want is 
communication, 

for it to be very clear and 
undecorated what 

the character is feeling.



She started working with an agent two years 
ago, which she is finding a very positive 
thing. An agent is helpful in making sure 
that her work is not just with the right 
publishers but reaching the right editor 
within publishers. Since open submissions 
to publishers are now mostly electronic, 
it has increased the volume of illustration 
submissions that are reaching publishers. 

She’s recently returned from her first 
visit to Bologna Children’s Book Fair, an 
experience she says was ‘exhausting, exciting 
and useful’. She showed some new concepts 
to publishers and there are inklings of 
new work relationships in the air. Despite 
the overwhelming nature of the fair, she 
found the whole experience ‘supportive and 
affirming’. Publishers are often seeking out 
new talent at the fair, but Mary found them 
respectful and interested in established 
artists like herself. ‘It was OK to not be 
brand new.’

Speaking of new, she has two compelling 
titles on the way later this year and early 
next. What I Like Most is written by Mary 
but illustrated by Zhu Cheng-Liang. It’s 
not the first time another illustrator has 
responded to her text. Foley and Jem back in 
2005 was illustrated by Mark Oliver. Back 
then Mary felt she would have been the 
‘wrong illustrator’ for that story as her style 
is too young. 

This time, for What I like Most, it was 
Walker Books who suggested Zhu Cheng-
Liang as illustrator. It is a gorgeous 
combination of their talents. Mary’s control 
of pacing and her beautifully finessed text is 
well suited to Cheng-Liang’s style. For Mary, 
it feels very different to make a book this 
way. ‘It actually feels almost like not doing 
a book because the writing is so much the 
beginning for me. You are just there to wave 
something off and then wait for it to come 
back around.’

Only a Tree Knows How to Be a Tree, with 
Otter-Barry Books, is due early in 2020. 
Philosophical in tone, this is visually 
distinctive from previous work – particularly 
as it features humans, and lots of them! 
‘I think this is my first-time illustrating 
children. I did one book called The Flyaway 
Alphabet that had a human in it. But I didn’t 
think I was going to illustrate it when I 
started.’

Only a Tree Knows How to Be a Tree feels 
different and exciting. It is exuberant and 
bright but there is a softer edge. Gone are 
the thick black outlines. Instead there seems 
to be a particularly joyful playing with scale 
and each spread could be an illustrated poem 
in itself. 

She doesn’t like to think too far ahead in 
terms of career. In fact, she’s comfortable 
not looking too far ahead, particularly in 
an industry that changes frequently. What 
seems more important to her is ‘the ping 
moment’. ‘I need a ping then I know this 
ping is in this book.’ 

She is keen to explore more about colour and 
the brain. Having observed how her nephew 
reacted to colour as a very small baby, she 
wants to figure out what happens in the 
brain as you move through a book. ‘When 
a red page turns to a green page. What 
happens if you follow a colour journey in a 
book.’

Mary has been doing more events lately than 
at other times in her career. She’s recently 
been part of Towers and Tales festival in 
Lismore and part of a workshop with Branar 
Theatre Company. She is really enjoying 
‘being open to who knows what’.

She would like to explore more events with 
adults. She’s mindful that at events with very 
young children it is the adults who are more 
interested in the fact that she’s the creator 
than the young participants. There have 
been some transformative moments working 
with adults in the past, particularly during 
a project with An Cosán in Jobstown. 
Alongside a project with young parents, 
she met with an adult literacy group there. 
She opted to share a non-English-language 
version of one of her books with them, so she 
‘read’ the pictures aloud. It was a powerful 
example of how you can still communicate 
without reading words and inspired a 
participant to commit to doing the same 
with her own kids, instead of making 
excuses to avoid anything book related. 

She has also thought about adding new 
elements to her career from returning to 
work with design agencies to starting a small 
dog-minding business. ‘I do feel lucky. It is 
so good to know what you want to do and 
to do it.’

But with Mary Murphy it is way more 
than just doing it. It is the completeness 
and certainty of her work that makes her 
one of Ireland’s best picturebook makers. 
Readers big and small feel held by her 
stories in the same way a child feels held by 
a parent. There are no sudden drops or big 
swerves but there is a steady and confident 
unfolding. You want to take the journey she 
creates repeatedly because it is so solid in its 
construction and so perfect in its execution 
that you’d rather be nowhere else but 
dancing with her books. 

Mags Walsh is Director of The British 
Council in Ireland. She was Director 
of Children’s Books Ireland from 2004 
to 2013. She is a fellow of the Clore 
Leadership Programme and was Children 
and Young People Adviser at The Arts 
Council from 2014–2018. 
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The Bologna Children’s Book Fair is the 
leading professional fair for children’s books 
and the most important date in the calendar 
of children’s book professionals all over the 
world. Since 1963, it has been held annually 
for four days in March or April in Bologna, 
Italy. Many of the attendees are publishers 
and agents who attend to buy and sell rights, 
but there are also many organisations like 
ourselves whose role is to promote reading 
and to celebrate the authors, illustrators and 
publishers in their native country who are 
producing excellent children’s books. 

Children’s Books Ireland have been 
attending the BCBF for over ten years. For 
the first four years we attended on foot, 
and seven years ago the Ireland stand was 
conceived. Bologna is an essential date 
in our diary in relation to building and 
maintaining relationships with publishers 
and equivalent international organisations 
to CBI. Our annual attendance at the fair 
allows us to catch up with our international 
colleagues, discover what trends in 
publishing are coming down the line, 
and develop potential collaboration and 
partnership opportunities.

The Ireland stand from conception to 
collapse is administered by CBI. During 
the fair, half the CBI staff run the stand as 
front-facing representatives for children’s 
literature in Ireland; the other half of the 
CBI delegation take meetings off-stand 
with publishers and international literature 
organisations. These meetings set us up for 
the coming months and year with regard 
to events and programming. We are shown 
publishers’ highlights for the coming 
eighteen months, allowing us to predict 
trends (e.g. BOLD GIRLS) and react 
accordingly. Increasingly at these meetings, 
especially with those publishing houses 
where we have long-standing partnerships, 
we are asked to share news of upcoming Irish 
authors and illustrators.

Irish publishers and artists have been 
attending this fair for decades, and in 2013 
extraordinary support was given in order 
for Ireland to have a visible space at the 
fair during Ireland’s cultural presidency 

of the European Union. This was the first 
Irish collective stand. In light of Ireland’s 
continued and successful attendance at the 
fair, we took the decision on behalf of the 
Ireland ‘collective’ to apply for increased 
funding from Culture Ireland. At the end 
of 2017, Culture Ireland awarded CBI 
€25,000 to redesign and purpose-build a 
larger stand for the 2018 fair. After collective 
consultation with all stand partners, 
CBI commissioned Irish illustrator Steve 
McCarthy to produce an overall illustration 
and Martin Beckett to design an overall 
stand. Culture Ireland have committed to 
support this stand over a five-year period 
(2018–2023). 

In 2019, Ireland was represented by the 
largest ever travelling contingent of artists, 
publishers and children’s book organisations. 
A record-breaking twenty-two Irish authors 
and illustrators were in attendance including 
three children’s laureates – the current 
Laureate na nÓg, Sarah Crossan, and two 
of her predecessors, Siobhán Parkinson 
and Niamh Sharkey – five publishers, three 
arts organisations and the Laureate na nÓg 
project. On the Tuesday a meet-and-greet 
with Darragh Higgins, Cultural Attaché, 
Ireland Embassy, Italy took place on the 
stand, followed by a reception supported by 
the Embassy of Ireland, Italy. 

Over the four days meetings take place 
on and off the stand with international 
publishers, agents, film companies and other 
arts organisations. The Irish laureate team 
coordinated the biannual International 
Laureate Summit this year. Hosted by the 
BCBF, this is a private conference between 
all international laureates and their teams, 
followed by a public seminar chaired by The 
Guardian’s former children’s books editor, 
Julia Ecceleshare. The Irish laureates were 
joined by their Dutch, Australian and UK 
counterparts. 

Having a national stand as a visual presence 
is vital and the past two years have been 
very important for the Ireland collective 
at the fair. With doubled floor space, eye-
catching design and bilingual signage, we 
generate increased interest and visibility – in 

a visually saturated trade fair, the impact and 
benefit of this is immeasurable. The major 
strength of the Irish stand in comparison to 
its peers is that it represents both publishers 
and children’s literature organisations, 
creating a welcoming and professional stand 
showcasing all elements of Ireland’s vibrant 
children’s book industry, making for a more 
diverse and interesting stand with a spread 
of knowledge across the whole sector. The 
stand serves as a meeting point for people 
annually: it is useful for long-time attendees 
and first-time attendees are directed there 
by college lecturers, colleagues and friends 
as a first port of call to touch base with the 
Irish contingent and get advice on how to 
approach the fair. 

It is perhaps best summed up by author 
Catherine Doyle, speaking on her 
attendance in 2019: ‘It was invaluable to 
get to experience it first-hand as an author, 
and see what goes on behind the scenes to 
spread awareness of our books to as many 
cultures as possible, and in return, to get 
a feel for what each country is offering in 
terms of their own home-grown literature. 
Ireland occupied a particularly noticeable 
presence at the fair, thanks to CBI and the 
fantastic Ireland stand. The Ireland stand 
definitely stood out at Bologna this year. It 
was recognisably Irish in both decoration 
and in the warmth and camaraderie that 
lingered there throughout the week. I found 
as I wandered the fair, that the Ireland 
stand was a place where people continued 
to congregate and find their way back 
to – a welcome home-base in a sprawling 
metropolis of books. Apart from seeing 
our cultural pride in books displayed so 
beautifully across the stand, and talked 
about to ardently by everyone at the stand, 
it was also great to witness the famous Irish 
welcome rolled out to the many people 
outside of Ireland, who came by. The Ireland 
Reception was a particular highlight for 
me. The reception was incredibly popular, 
and in a huge fair thrumming with activity, 
Ireland quickly became the heart and soul of 
the hall.’

The 57th Bologna Children’s Book Fair will 
take place on 30 March–2 April, 2020.

A NATION  
OF STORYTELLERS
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Agus Cois Life ag scor d’obair na 
foilsitheoireachta ag deireadh na bliana 
seo, déanann Claire Marie Dunne 
breathnú ar an rian atá fágtha ag an 
gcomhlacht ar fhoilsitheoireacht don 
óige. 

Ó céadosclaíodh an comhlacht 
foilsitheoireachta Cois Life sa bhliain 
1996, is i lár an aonaigh a bhí sé maidir le 
litríocht na n-óg a chur ar fáil. Le os cionn 
fiche bliain, tá an comhlacht ag cur le 
litríocht ardchaighdeáin do léitheoirí óga, ag 
déanamh ceiliúrtha ar chlasaicí na Gaeilge 
agus ag tabhairt léargas comhaimseartha 
ar an aos óg. Ag deireadh na bliana 
seo beidh Cois Life ag scor d’obair na 
foilsitheoireachta agus is fiú breathnú ar an 
rian atá fágtha acu ar fhoilsitheoireacht don 
óige.

An chéad leabhar do léitheoirí óga a 
cuireadh amach ná an chlasaic Séanna. 
Beidh cur amach ag go leor léitheoirí ar 
an téacs seo cheana féin, téacs a chum 
an tAthair Peadar Ó Laoghaire agus ina 
ndéanann gréasaí idirbheartaíocht leis 
an diabhal. Thuig an comhlacht i gcónaí 
riachtanais na léitheoirí agus go raibh 
gá le roinnt leasuithe chun é a chur in 
oiriúint do ghlúin nua. Is leagan giorraithe 
a fhaighimid sa leabhar seo ina bhfuil 
litriú nuashonraithe. Cuireadh amach 
dlúthdhiosca leis agus an scríbhneoir 
iomráiteach Liam Ó Muirthile ag léamh an 
scéil. Uaidh sin amach, ba chroílár d’obair 
an chomhlachta é leabhair a fhoilsiú don 
dream óg, timpeall is 30–40 faoin gcéad 
de na leabhair ar fad a foilsíodh in aghaidh 
na bliana. Thar na blianta, d’fhoilsigh siad 
saothar ó pheann scríbhneoirí iomadúla. 
Is amhlaidh gur fhoilsigh Cois Life seacht 
leabhar de chuid Áine Ní Ghlinn. Bhain 

roinnt de na leabhair seo gradam Réics 
Carló amach fiú – Daideo agus Hata Zú 
Mhamó. Ag caint di ar an obair a rinne sí le 
Cois Life, luaigh Ní Ghlinn ardchaighdeán 
eagarthóireachta agus dearthóireachta Cois 
Life mar aon leis an treoir agus tacaíocht a 
thug siad do scríbhneoirí maidir leis an scéal. 
Mar a deir Cois Life féin, bhí na luachanna 
táirgeachta (cló, dearadh, agus cur i láthair 
na leabhar) fíorthábhachtach do Cois Life 
ón tús agus ba mhór ar fad an chomaoin a 
chuir beirt dearthóirí orthu: Eoin Stephens 
sna blianta tosaigh agus Alan Keogh ina 
dhiaidh sin. Threisigh siad beirt i dteannta 
na n-eagarthóirí le hacmhainn nuálaíochta 
Cois Life sna foilseacháin ilmheáin ar 
fad, leabhair chlóite, ríomhleabhair agus 
closleabhair ina measc. Meitheal d’oibrithe 
dúthrachtacha a bhí in Cois Life agus 
fuarthas tacaíocht freisin ó go leor foinsí 
eile thar na blianta a chabhraigh go mór 
leis na hardchaighdeáin a chinntiú ina 
gcuid saothar: cabhair leanúnach ó Bhord 
na Leabhar Gaeilge (agus Clár na Leabhar 
Gaeilge ag Foras na Gaeilge ina dhiaidh sin), 
mar aon le tacaíocht na Comhairle Ealaíon 
le fiche bliain anuas, maoiniú ó am go chéile 
ón gComhairle um Oideachas Gaeltachta 
agus Gaelscolaíochta, ó Litríocht Éireann 
agus ó Acadamh Ríoga na hÉireann (Coiste 
Léann na Gaeilge, Litríocht na Gaeilge agus 
na gCultúr Ceilteach).

Ag breathnú ar na teidil féin a d’fhoilsigh 
Cois Life don aos óg, feicimid ceiliúradh 
ar ghníomhaireacht na hóige, léargas 
réadúil ar dhaoine óga na linne seo agus a 
gcuid cainte, agus iarrachtaí móra seánraí 
neamhthraidisiúnta agus téamaí téagartha a 
chur ar fáil. 

Sa treoirleabhar léitheoireachta Bold Girls 
nó Cailíní ceannDána, cnuasach leabhar 

ina bhfuil cairdeas maith idir chailíní, agus 
carachtair láidre bhaineanna, is spéisiúil an 
ní é, cé nach líonmhar na teidil Ghaeilge 
ann trí chéile, go raibh dhá leabhar ó Cois 
Life luaite: Hata Zú Mhamó le hÁine Ní 
Ghlinn agus Aisling nó Iníon A le hÉilís 
Ní Dhuibhne. Luann foireann Cois Life 
Hata Zú Mhamó i measc na dteideal a 
bhfuil siad féin an-bhródúil astu. Pléann 
an scéal seo le heachtra a thiteann amach 
do sheanmháthair i gcomhpháirt lena 
garpháiste nuair a éalaíonn siad ón teach 
altranais. Ní cheileann an leabhar ar an 
léitheoir na deacrachtaí agus imeacht 
inchinne a bhaineann uaireanta le dul in 
aois, ach éiríonn leis fós greann a shníomh 
isteach sa phlota. Tá siméadracht dheas ag 
tús agus deireadh an scéil maidir leis an hata 
a chaithfidh Mamó agus cabhraíonn an stíl 
néata seo leis na téamaí móra a láimhseáil.

Tháinig Aisling nó Iníon A amach idir 
dhá reifreann mhóra in Éirinn. Tugann 
an leabhar léargas ar dhinimicí clainne 
i dteaghlach amháin, ar chur chun cinn 
prionsabal agus ceart, agus ar cheisteanna 

COIS LIFE:  
COISCÉIMEANNA 
SUNTASACHA I 
BHFOILSITHEOIREACHT  
NA hÓIGE

Feicimid ceiliúradh ar 
ghníomhaireacht na hóige, 

léargas réadúil ar dhaoine óga 
na linne seo agus a gcuid cainte, 

agus iarrachtaí móra seánraí 
neamhthraidisiúnta agus téamaí 

téagartha a chur ar fáil.
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féiniúlachta. Is í fimíneacht na n-agóidithe 
a dhéanann an scéal níos spéisiúla. Tá 
an leabhar seo dírithe ar dhéagléitheoirí, 
óir tá an príomhcharachtar i mbun an 
Teastais Shóisearaigh. I dtitim amach an 
scéil, téitear i ngleic le ceisteanna tráthúla 
comhaimseartha. Tá an scéal suite san am i 
láthair agus luíonn an chomhaimsearthacht 
seo leis an nós atá ann formhór na gcaibidlí 
a scríobh san aimsir láithreach, gó háirithe 
sa chuid tosaigh. Chuaigh an t-údar i 
ngleic le téama téagartha an éignithe, na 
mealltóireachta agus an ghinmhillte idir 
dhá chlúdach an leabhair. Téamaí bagartha 
ár linne a thuileann plé sochaí iontu féin 
ach tá stíl an údair suaithinseach chun na 
heachtraí foréigneacha a chur in iúl. Ní 
téama nua an ginmhilleadh i ndéaglitríocht 
na Gaeilge, cuir i gcás nodanna indíreacha 
dó in An Triail le Mairéad Ní Ghráda nó 
an gearrdhráma Fáilte Romhat, a Mháirtín 
le Brian Ó Baoill, ach é sin ráite, ní téama 
coitianta é ach an oiread. Baintear úsáid 
as modh an úrscéil don scéal seo, agus ní 
hamháin go gcloisimid an dialóg idir na 
carachtair, ach tugtar roinnt eolais bhreise 
dúinn sa reacaireacht. Maidir leis na 
heachtraí foréigneacha, in ionad cur síos 
sa chéad phearsa nó mioneolas grafach a 
thabhairt, mar a dhéanann údair eile (mar 
shampla Laurie Halse Anderson agus Louise 
O’Neill), tá an béaloideas go mór chun 
tosaigh sa leabhar, mar is dual do shaothar 
Éilís Ní Dhuibhne. Is teicníc chliste í seo 
an t-ábhar íogair – an t-éigniú – a mhíniú 
trí thagairtí don scéal cáiliúil Cochaillín 
Dearg. Ní cinneadh liteartha amháin é sin 
ach cuirtear na radhairc thromchúiseacha 
in iúl i dtéarmaí aircitíopacha chun tuiscint 
dhomhain a chothú. Cruthaíonn an nós 
seo spás faoi leith inar féidir an eachtra a 
chíoradh, ach fós féin cuireann sé achar 
éigin ar fáil idir an léitheoir agus an eachtra. 
Agus tá cúpla saothar ceannródaíoch fós le 
teacht amach i mbliana a phléann i mbealaí 
cruthaitheacha eile le tráma i saol an duine 
óig mar atá in Nóinín le Máire Zepf. Scéal 
faoi shaol déagóra atá ag maireachtáil i ré 

na bhféiníní, na haischlibeanna agus na 
BFF, ach a bhfuil na seandeacrachtaí cairdis 
agus caidrimh le hiniúchadh aici. Scríofa 
sa tsaorvéarsaíocht, faighimid dearcadh 
Nóinín agus Eimear ar a bhfuil ag titim 
amach. Cabhraíonn an tsaorvéarsaíocht le 
luas an scéil, faighimid blúiriní eolais faoi 
chaidreamh Nóinín agus ‘Oisín’ agus tá 
an léitheoir ar cipíní ag fanacht ar an gcéad 
teachtaireacht eile uaidh. Tugann an stíl 
seo deis freisin mearbhall Eimear a chur in 
iúl leis an bpléascadh focal ar an leathanach 
nuair a tharlaíonn eachtra fhoréigneach 
gan choinne. Ceistítear i bhfriotal gonta 
snasta cad is sábháilteacht ann i ré na 
teicneolaíochta agus an fhreagairt róshimplí 
dhainséarach mhaslach a bhíonn ann in 
amanna an milleán a chur ar íospartach.

Tagaimid ar théama téagartha eile sa 
leabhar Daideo le hÁine Ní Ghlinn. Tá 
an príomhcharachtar, nach bhfuil ach 
dhá bhliain déag d’aois, ar a theitheadh 
ó theaghlach foréigneach. Tugann an 
turas traenach go Baile Átha Cliath deis 
dó machnamh ar ar thit amach sa bhaile. 
Is ansin a bhuaileann sé le seanfhear atá 
ar a theitheadh chomh maith. Ar dtús 
déanann an dá phearsa ionannú le chéile; 
faighimid amach go bhfuil fonn éalaithe ar 
an tseanfhear freisin mar gheall ar a bheith 
sáinnithe i dteach altranais i gcoinne a thola 
féin. Leis an gcairdeas seo atá ag fás eatarthu, 
déantar namhaid den tríú pearsa – fear 
na dticéad – atá fiosrach agus ag déanamh 
iontais de bhuachaill chomh hóg sin a bheith 
ag taisteal leis féin. Tugann an leabhar seo 
dúshlán dár dtuairimí faoi dhaoine leis an 
gcasadh sa scéal an deireadh an scéil.

Ní leasc le foilseacháin Cois Life aghaidh 
a thabhairt ar dheacrachtaí eile ár linne, 
go háirithe saol an déagóra, agus i leabhar 
eile de chuid Áine Ní Ghlinn a d’fhoilsigh 
Cois Life, Hurlamaboc, tá tráchtaireacht 
threascrach ann maidir leis na cluichí 
a imríonn daoine chun pointí a bhaint 
amach sa scrúdú Ardteistiméireachta, 
cé go bhfuil an leabhar féin ainmnithe 

mar théacs ar an siollabas. Is beag leabhar 
Gaeilge don aos óg a léiríonn caint bheo 
an chainteora nua, sé sin caint ina bhfuil 
idirtheanga na bhfoghlaimeoirí, nó Gaeilge 
na gaelscolaíochta, ach tá samplaí den chaint 
réadúil sin le fáil i gcúpla leabhar a chuir 
Cois Life amach: Maitríóisce le Siobhán 
Parkinson agus Hurlamaboc le hÉilís Ní 
Dhuibhne. Tugann téacsanna mar seo deis 
do léitheoirí réimse patrún cainte a fheiceáil 
agus aithneoidh cainteoirí nua a gcaint féin 
iontu – dreasa cainte ina bhfuil meascán 
den Bhéarla agus den Ghaeilge in aon abairt 
amháin, agus idirtheanga an chainteora nua. 

Chuir Cois Life fáilte i gcónaí roimh thograí 
spéisiúla leabhair agus d’aithin siad an 
mianach san ábhar a chuir údair éagsúla 
chucu, mar shampla Cillian ag comhaireamh 
le Siobhain Grogan (2017), agus Lá leis 
na Lochlannaigh le Máire Zepf (2016). 
In amanna eile, rinne siad coimisiúnú ar 
shaothar faoi leith, mar shampla, Nóinín 
le Máire Zepf (2019), Scéalta le hinsint don 
ghealach eag. C. Nic Lochlainn, Dialann 
Sár-rúnda Amy Ní Chonchúir le Siobhán 
Parkinson (2008). Ó thaobh seánraí de, is 
ag díriú ar fhicsean don aoisghrúpa 7+ atá 
formhór na leabhar. Luaitear an t-aoisghrúpa 
seo mar ‘thriantán Beirmiúdach’ sa mhéid 
nach bhfuil mórán ar fáil do léitheoirí óga 
agus tá Cois Life le moladh as an iarracht 
dul isteach sa bhearna bhaoil. 

Ní hé sin an t-aon bhearna i litríocht na 
n-óg agus nuair a tugadh faoi deara go 
raibh bearna sa mhargadh maidir le saothar 
neamhfhicsin, rinneadh coimisiúnú ar an 
réimse faisnéise/eolais. Chinntigh siad go 
raibh idir bhunábhar agus aistriúchán ar 
leabhair mhóra ráchairte curtha ar fáil, cuir i 
gcás, Ainmhithe na hÉireann, leagan Gaeilge 
de Irish animals ó Juanita Browne. Molann 
an comhlacht an spéis ar leith a bhí ag an 
iar-Oifigeach Foilsitheoireachta, Fionnuala 
Cloke, sa réimse seo agus an chabhair a thug 
sí maidir le forbairt ábhair, ní hamháin leis 
na leabhair seo ach le leabhair eile do pháistí 
agus í ag obair ó 2012–15. Ina dhiaidh sin, 
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lean Jenifer Ní Ghrádaigh agus Gráinne 
Ní Mhuilneoir den obair thábhachtach 
seo. Anuraidh tháinig ceann de na chéad 
leabhair aireachais amach do léitheoirí óga ó 
Fhionnuala Cloke agus Ann-Marie Ireland. 
Is treoirleabhar é Tabhair Aire Duit Féin 
agus ag caint di ar an leagan Gaeilge den 
ábhar a chur le chéile, admhaíonn Fionnuala 
go raibh sé deacair go leor Gaeilge nádúrtha 
a chur ar ‘let us bring our bodies into the 
present moment’ agus a leithéid ach fuarthas 
comhairle ó Dhonla Uí Bhraonáin, saineolaí 
téarmeolaíochta, i dtaobh na gcoincheap 
teibí. Cuireadh san áireamh é ar an gclár 
Léirmheas Leabhar le déanaí inar moladh 
na cleachtais bheaga agus an cumas atá ag an 
leabhar téama teibí a bhriseadh síos.

Sa bhliain 2012 chuir Cois Life tús le sraith 
ina bhfuil carachtair neamh-mharbha: Ailfí 
agus an Vaimpír, Vaimpír san Áiléar, I Measc 
Vaimpírí agus Greim na Vaimpíre. Tháinig 
na leabhair seo sna sála ar shraitheanna eile a 
spreag spéis i léitheoirí óga i saol na súmairí 
fola. Éiríonn le Orna Ní Choileáin gnéithe 
den fhantaisíocht a shní isteach i ré ár linne 
féin. Tá casadh beag sna scéalta seo nuair 
a thugaimid faoi deara gur feoilséantóir é 
Marius agus aithnímid go leor tagairtí eile 
don saol comhaimseartha. Mar a rinneadh 
leis an gcéad leabhar a chuir an comhlacht 
foilsitheoireachta amach – Séanna – 
smaoiníodh ar na tacaíochtaí a bheadh 
de dhíth ar léitheoirí comhaimseartha. I 
dteannta leis an leabhar féin tá leabharmharc 
ar a bhfuil foclóir beacht a bhaineann le 
nósanna na súmairí fola. Tuigfidh léitheoirí 
ar bhealach níos fearr roghanna itheacháin 
an phríomhcharachtair ‘neamhbhásmhaire’ 
a bhaineann ‘plaic’ as muinéal an duine 
lena ‘ghéarán’. Is féidir an leabharmharc a 
bhogadh ó leathanach go leathanach chun 
dul níos doimhne ina shaol féin agus é sin ar 
fad a thuiscint i dtéarmaí Gaeilge.

Bhí an t-aistriúchán isteach mar aidhm 
riamh ag an tionscadal foilsitheoireachta 
nuair a bunaíodh an Saorstát. Is ón 
bhFraincis agus ón nGearmáinis minic go 
leor a tháinig na leabhair ach tá teidil ag Cois 
Life ón Iorua mar atá Poll agus a mhac agus 

Adolf sna hArda. Cuireann na teidil seo le 
blaiseadh idirnáisiúnta na bpáistí ar litríocht 
an domhain. Tá an dá scéal lonnaithe i 
suíomh uirbeach ina bhfuil foirgnimh 
mhóra agus monarchana. Is briseadh é seo 
ó na radhairc thuaithe agus theaghlaigh a 
bhíonn in an-chuid leabhair Ghaeilge do 
pháistí. An dara tréith shuntasach faoi ná 
gur duine fásta an príomhcharactar agus 
léann an léitheoir óg faoi shaol oibrithe 
monarchana. Tá na dathanna dorcha a 
úsáidtear ann i gcodarsnacht le bundathanna 
geala a bhíonn in go leor leabhar ach tugann 
siad léargas ar chúrsaí aimsire san Iorua 
féin agus oícheanta fada an gheimhridh. 
Léiríonn an dá leabhar greann spéisiúil, cuir 
i gcás an mhonarcha a éiríonn as an ngnó 
poill a chur i rudaí. Ní fada go bhfuil an 
domhan ina chíorthuathail le trumpadóir 
nach bhfuil in ann oiread is nóta amháin a 
sheinm, agus daoine eile nach raibh in ann 
deoch a dhoirteadh ó bhuidéal.

B’fhiú go mór Scéalta le hinsint don ghealach 
a lua maidir le saothar ceannródaíoch a 
chuir Cois Life ar fáil. Sna blianta 1937–39 
iarradh ar dhaltaí scoile scéalta a bhailiú 
óna muintir. Tá na scéalta sin ar fad ar fáil i 
mBailiúchán na Scol sa Choláiste Ollscoile, 
Baile Átha Cliath agus ar líne ar duchas.ie.  
Ba chóir ceiliúradh a dhéanamh ar an 
gcnuasach seo ar roinnt cúiseanna. Ar an 
gcéad dul síos, tá spleáchas ar an leabhar 
traidisiúnta i litríocht na n-óg san earnáil 
foilsitheoireachta sa lá atá inniu ann ach is 
gearrscéalta spreagúla atá anseo, seánra eile 
a oireann do léitheoirí drogallacha nó do 
léitheoirí teanga bhreise. Labhraíonn Rose 
faoin ‘impossibility of children’s literature’ 
mar gur daoine fásta a bhíonn ag scríobh 
don aos óg. Is suntasach an cnuasach seo 
a tháinig ó pheann na bpáistí féin, cé go 
nglactar leis go raibh tionchar áirithe ag na 
múinteoirí agus tuismitheoirí i roghnú na 
scéalta seo agus i gcabhrú leis na páistí na 
scéalta a chur ar phár. Sa phodchraoladh de 

chuid an Chumainn Éireannaigh um 
Staidéar ar Litríocht na nÓg darbh ainm 
What they might really be in other times 
and settings, tugadh fóram do Chaoimhe 
Nic Lochlainn, eagarthóir an chnuasaigh, 
na cinntí a bhain leis an saothar seo a phlé. 
Tá glór feimineach san athinsint de chuid 
Nic Lochlainn; tugaimid faoi deara an 
t-athrú béime i dteideal an scéil Iníon Rí 
Éireann agus nuair a thairgtear prionsa don 
phríomhcharachtar mar dhuais, socraíonn sí 
ar dhul ag eachtraíocht arís in ionad glacadh 
leis. Maille leis sin, déantar scigaithris ar 
theidlíocht na bhfear sa scéal An Scéal ab 
fhearr. Tagann ceisteanna canúna chun cinn 
sa saothar seo chomh maith agus roghnaigh 
Nic Lochlainn roinnt nathanna ó chanúint 
Uladh a úsáid, ach is leagan caighdeánach 
den scéal é ag an am céanna. Le tacaíocht a 
thabhairt do léitheoirí, tá gluais úsáideach 
curtha leis an téacs agus léiríonn sé sin an 
tuiscint do chúrsaí sochtheangeolaíocha an 
lae inniu.

Nuair a cuireadh Cois Life ar bun is i dtithe 
na stiúrthóirí féin a bhí sé. Tháinig fás agus 
forbairt ar an gcomhlacht agus ar an obair a 
bhí idir lámha acu ó shin i leith. Mar a dúirt 
stiúrthóirí an chomhlachta, Caoilfhionn Nic 
Pháidín agus Seán Ó Cearnaigh, ghlac siad 
ón tús le dúshláin na hoibre, agus bhí rath 
ar Cois Life mar fhoilsitheoir beag le breis is 
fiche bliain. In imeacht na haimsire, tháinig 
athruithe ar earnáil na foilsitheoireachta, ar 
chumas agus riachtanais na léitheoirí féin, 
agus ag deireadh na bliana seo beidh Cois 
Life ag scor d’obair na foilsitheoireachta. 
Is ábhar misnigh agus sásaimh dóibh go 
nglacfaidh Cló Iar-Chonnacht cúram na 
dteideal foilsithe úd ar láimh. Is údar bróid 
do Cois Life an fhís bhunaidh a bhí acu a 
fhíorú: saothair liteartha agus taighde a chur 
ar fáil i nGaeilge. Cé go mbeimid ag fágáil 
slán leis an gcomhlacht féin cuirfear a chlú 
lena chois agus leanfar ar aghaidh ag léamh 
a gcuid leabhar cois teallaigh, cois farraige, 
cois leapa.

Claire M. Dunne in Institiúid Oideachais 
Marino
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THE 
MAKING  
OF A LADY

Robin Stevens is the British American 
author of the acclaimed and hugely 
popular Murder Most Unladylike series 
of whodunnits for young readers, the 
eighth book of which, Top Marks for 
Murder, will be published August 2019. 
She also wrote The Guggenheim Mystery, 
sequel to Siobhan Dowd’s The London Eye 
Mystery. She spoke to Kunak McGann 
about her childhood influences, her faith 
in the younger generation and being 
‘thoughtfully woke’.

Robin feels incredibly lucky with the family 
that she was born into. Her grandfather 
and aunt were both academics, and her 
father wrote non-fiction. ‘One of my first 
memories is of sitting watching him write 
and it just made me think, Ooh, I want 
to do that. And so, the way that any child 
copies their parents doing something, I got 
a pen and I started scribbling on the page 
because I wanted to be like my dad, and it 
sort of went from there.’ Her parents were 
very supportive of her reading a wide variety 
of books and, more importantly, books 
that appealed to her. ‘They read me lots of 
books, they took me to the library, took me 
to second-hand bookstores. They were just 
fantastic. They gave me a lot of books and 
just kind of let me get on with it, to pick 
out things that were interesting to me.’ She 
firmly believes that forcing children to read 
books is counter-productive. She has just one 
memory of her parents trying that, when 
her mum got a recommended reading list 
from the school. ‘And it just didn’t work. 
I was furious that she was trying to make 
me read a book and I was deeply suspicious 
of these books I was being forced to read. 

And I wouldn’t. And then, ten years later, I 
realised that one of the books that she had 
bought me and tried to get me to read, and 
I wouldn’t, was Skellig by David Almond. 
And I missed that amazing classic because 
it had been pushed on me. So I only read it 
as an adult. And that, I think, really showed 
me that you just need to leave kids be, leave 
them near lots of books, but don’t drag them 
to a book.’ She recommends a little guile if 
you’re determined to introduce particular 
books to your children. ‘A parent sent me a 
message to say that he had gotten his sons 
to read my books by just leaving them on a 
table and saying, “They’re not for you – those 
are my books.” And the kids snuck over and 
grabbed them. He turned around and they 
were reading them. Because, of course, if 
he’d given them to them, they would never 
have read them. You have to be sneaky!’

Robin wrote her first novel, Murder Most 
Unladylike, at the tender age of twenty-two 

for the National Novel Writing Month 
(NaNoWriMo) project, an initiative that 
encourages participants to take the month 
of November to write a fifty-thousand-
word novel. ‘It gave me a kick and actually 
made me sit down and write it. I was a real 
perfectionist – I wanted to get everything 
right – and this made me just get the story 
down. And that has been a lesson I’ve used 
in every book since. Now I have to write to 
deadline, obviously, and I’ve taught myself 
to do that partly because of NaNoWriMo.’ 
Robin was heavily influenced by the Golden 
Age of Detective Fiction, especially the 
writings of Agatha Christie and Dorothy 
L. Sayers, so creating murder mysteries 
was a natural fit. ‘It’s a gift in terms of 
the structure – it gives you a very solid 
foundation to build an interesting story on, 
and I’m eternally curious. I love thinking 
about puzzles and problems and solving 
things. And justice is very important to me.’ 
And her writing process is methodical. ‘I 
always start with a place, thinking about 
a good location to set a crime. And then I 
start honing in on what the crime should be 
and who should have done it, and why they 
should have done it, and who the victim is. 
And so, I work out the crime very carefully, 
over a number of months. Then I will make 
quite careful notes, do a spreadsheet of the 
moment of the crime, where all the suspects 
are, what they’re doing, what happens with 
the murder, so I have that very set. It will 
change as I write … if you keep very tight 
control over the facts of the crime, the facts 
of the case, then you can have more fun with 
tricking the readers.’ She began submitting 
her manuscript for Murder Most Unladylike 
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to agents and after many rejections was 
taken on by Gemma Cooper, who got the 
all-important ‘yes’ from Random House. So 
Robin saw her first book published when 
she was just twenty-six. ‘I wasn’t expecting 
to be published as young as I was. I thought 
you couldn’t really be an author until you 
were in your fifties or sixties – it was just the 
ultimate life goal and I was working towards 
it, so it was a complete shock. But it came 
after four years of trying and being knocked 
back and getting rejections. And also, it 
came after I wrote down my first story when 
I was six, but I had been trying to write, 
trying to tell stories, since I was about three 
and just scribbling on a page and hoping it 
would be a story. By the time the book was 
published, I had been writing for twenty 
years!’

The Murder Most Unladylike series is set in 
a 1930s boarding school and built around 
two contrasting lead characters, the shy and 
contemplative Hazel Wong, who comes 
from Hong Kong, and the more outspoken 
and confident Daisy Wells, from an upper-
class English family. ‘It works really well 
from a storytelling point of view because 
you have an insider and an outsider. A very 
different perspective, different characters 
and you can play on their differences and 
have them notice very different things. But 
also, it works, I think, in terms of the way a 
friendship works. Generally, especially when 
you’re young, with friendship there’s a leader 
and a follower, where there’s somebody who 
feels very confident and somebody who 
feels a bit shyer and more awkward. I think 
Daisy and Hazel are great avatars for that 
kind of relationship, as well as being two 
very different types of detectives because 
of their backgrounds.’ I was curious as to 

which of her two lead characters Robin felt 
she had most in common with. ‘I think the 
process of learning the value of yourself is 
something that a lot of people go through as 
a teenager. I really did. There’s a lot of myself 
in Hazel and how awkward I felt, and how 
little I believed in myself, aged thirteen. 
Then as I grew up, I suddenly realised that 
all the Daisys of the world, seeming like 
they know everything, they’re really shy 
and awkward as well, secretly, inside. And 
there’s a lot of good in being someone quiet 
and thoughtful. As the books go on, Hazel 
is learning who she is and learning to have 
confidence in herself, and at the same time, 
with Daisy, the cracks are beginning to  
show – she’s becoming a little bit more able 
to think about who she is and what she’s 
doing.’

With Deepdean School for Girls, Robin has 
thoroughly enjoyed taking the traditional 
boarding-school setting and turning it 

on its head. For someone so influenced by 
detective fiction, adding murder just seemed 
like an obvious step. ‘So much fun! I grew 
up with Malory Towers, St Clare’s, the 
Worst Witch and Harry Potter – boarding 
school just keeps on giving. It’s perennially 
fascinating for kids because it’s somewhere 
without parents, somewhere really secret 
and exciting. Boarding school just seems 
wonderful from the outside – you get to be 
with your friends all the time. But I went 
to boarding school myself and my own 
experiences weren’t quite Enid Blyton. With 
Murder Most Unladylike, I really wanted 
to write about my own school, the gap 
between the charming boarding schools of 
my reading material and the slightly more 
realistic, more difficult to navigate place that 
I turned up in.’ But with only three of the 
seven published stories actually taking place 
in the school itself, it’s been good to mix it 
up too. ‘I keep interested by moving around 
the world. I try to do a boarding-school 
story, and then somewhere else close to the 
boarding school, and then a far-flung story. 
I’ve had the girls going through Europe 
on the Orient Express, and I’ve had Hong 
Kong.’ For her forthcoming eighth book in 
the series, Top Marks for Murder, the girls 
are back in Deepdean, albeit a changed one. 
‘What they think of as this unchangeable, 
perfect place, Deepdean, it really has 
changed … and they are different from who 
they were when they left. This book is all 
about navigating change in a place that you 
think you know well and how everyone 
who the readers know, and Daisy and 
Hazel know, how they’ve all changed and 
how they’re growing up.’ It was a conscious 
decision not to keep her characters stuck 
in time. Robin was sure that she wanted 
them to age and to change as the series grew. 
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But for her style of crime fiction, that does 
bring its own challenges. ‘The wonderful 
thing about children being detectives is that 
they don’t look suspicious – they’re these 
sweet, innocent little creatures and they can 
hide under tables and listen in and no one 
notices. But when you have two sixteen-
year-olds, and adults are looking at them as 
young adults and noticing them more, that 
is a bit of a problem for the kind of detection 
I write about. And there might be a moment 
when it’ll be a little harder to write about 
seventeen- or eighteen-year-olds and make 
it interesting to an eight- or nine-year-old 
reader.’

And the most recent book, Death in the 
Spotlight, saw Daisy have her first crush, on 
a girl. Did Robin always know that Daisy 
would come out at some stage in the series? 
‘I don’t know if I ever knew she was going to 
come out but then it just felt like the right 
time. It’s the seventh book in the series, 
she’s fifteen, a book all about the theatre, 
which of course attracted a lot of people 
who were queer, who felt they didn’t fit in 
to society at large. It was kind of a refuge for 
a lot of people. So I just thought it was the 
right time, it was the right setting. And I 
definitely wanted to do it.’ But she couldn’t 
be more pleased with the reaction from 
readers. ‘I wasn’t expecting the level of joy 
that I got from readers. I thought people 
might be pleased but it’s just been completely 
overwhelming. Kids are sending emails 
everyday, still. Every signing I do, somebody 
leans over and says, “Thank you so much for 
Daisy, I loved it,” and it’s something they 
wanted and something they really needed.’ 
Since Daisy’s coming out, Robin has received 
letters from readers who identify across the 
LGBTQ+ spectrum. ‘They all feel more 
seen, and it’s just a really wonderful example 

of what good representation can do in a 
book and how much it means to readers and 
it’s just been wonderful to see.’

Robin is a vocal supporter of both 
Stonewall, which lobbies for equality in law, 
particularly for the LGBTQ+ community, 
and Mermaids UK, an organisation that 
provides support to gender diverse and 
transgender children and their families. 
It was her support for the latter, along 
with Daisy’s coming out in Death in the 
Spotlight, that earlier this year earned Robin 
an admonishment from a Mumsnet user, 
whose primary school had decided not to 
stock Robin’s books so as not to endorse her 
‘thoughtless wokery’. In response, Robin 
and her husband (David Stevens, co-founder 
of inclusive children’s publisher Knights 
Of) launched a line of Thoughtful Wokery 
clothing and badges, with the proceeds 
going to Mermaids UK. Their motivation? 
‘This isn’t thoughtless wokery, this is simply 
humanity.’ Their website also lays out their 
unequivocal stance on the issue of trans 
rights: ‘we won’t respond to any attempts 
to debate the existence of trans people. Our 

trans friends and readers are not theoretical 
questions, they are human beings.’ When 
talking to Robin, you get a real sense of the 
responsibility she feels to her readers. ‘I want 
to make sure that the world of my books 
is as diverse as the world that my readers 
are growing-up in, the world that they see 
around them, and that means really working 
hard to bring people with those different 
backgrounds and those different experiences 
into my books in every way possible … What 
I’ve seen time and time again is that children 
need examples of people like them, or they 
need to hear positive things about people 
who they can relate to, and that’s partly why 
I put so many queer characters in my books. 
I’d love to put trans characters in my books 
too, something I really need to research and 
make sure I do it right … I want to really 
show all of my readers, especially the very 
marginalised readers, that I support them, 
that who they are is great and wonderful and 
should be celebrated.’

Given the recent controversy around John 
Boyne’s My Brother’s Name Is Jessica, Robin’s 
take on representation is a pertinent one. 
‘I can only really rule on myself and I can 
only make decisions for myself as an author. 
With so many aspects of writing, I think 
it’s impossible to create an absolute rule – 
because there are so many possibilities, so 
many permutations of any story. All I can 
do is think very hard every time I’m creating 
a character, every time I’m writing a story, 
about whether it’s a story that I should be 
telling or whether I should be stepping aside 
and leaving it for somebody else to tell.’ 
She references Kit de Waal’s considered 
manifesto on cultural appropriation, ‘Don’t 
Dip Your Pen in Someone Else’s Blood: 
Writers and “the Other”’, delivered at 
ILFD in 2018, in which de Waal asked, 
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‘Have we examined our privilege and our 
attitudes sufficiently to give us the necessary 
perspective to be authentic, sympathetic 
and true?’ and emphasised that writers 
must strive to show that they are not ‘just 
appropriating but are seeking to understand’. 
It’s a point of view that resonates strongly 
with Robin. ‘I really want to make sure 
that I’m as thoughtful as possible about 
what stories I’m telling, because I do know 
that getting it wrong causes a lot of pain, 
and that’s not something that I would ever, 
ever want to cause in my readers.’ To help 
her in this, Robin has recently started to 
employ sensitivity readers or ‘ambassadors 
for diversity and inclusion’, people with 
first-hand knowledge of diverse groups – e.g. 
people of colour, LGBTQ+ people, those 
with physical disabilities or mental health 
issues – who read a manuscript to ensure 
that portrayal of characters is as authentic as 
possible. ‘I really think it’s helped me hugely 
to grow as a writer and just as a person, but 
especially in the stories that I’m telling and 
what I’m writing. So now I use them for each 
one of my books.’ She initially approached 
an organisation called Inclusive Minds when 
working on Mistletoe and Murder, the first 
book in her series to feature a British Indian 
teenager. ‘That went so well that I’ve started 
using them for basically any character whose 
background I don’t share, just to check. I do 
a lot of research, I think deeply, try to really 
listen to friends and acquaintances who 
come from those backgrounds and try to 
represent them well, but I’ve realised there 
are always things I don’t know that I don’t 
know, there are ways of seeing more …  
A sensitivity reader can look at what I’ve 
written and say, “No, that doesn’t feel right 
to me. I wouldn’t say that, I wouldn’t think 
in that way, I might not eat that food, I 
might not wear those clothes.”’ But Robin is 
conscious that every writer ultimately stands 
over their own work. ‘Just showing it to a 
sensitivity reader can’t absolve that story of 
problems. They can help to an extent, and 
they are wonderful, wonderful resources. 
They should be cherished, and they should 
be paid. But they can’t be used as a catch-all. 
There’s a limit to what they can help with.’

Robin is ever mindful of the formative effect 
children’s authors can have on their young 
readers. ‘I think that when you’re writing 
for children, you are helping to shape the 
person that child is and the person that child 
turns into when they’re older. And if you 
just think about the books that you read 
when you were younger and how well you 
remember them, and how much they still 
permeate the way you see the world, they’re 
still so vivid to me – Diana Wynne Jones, 

Eva Ibbotson – the messages they gave along 
with their stories, I still really hold dear.’ 
Just before we spoke, Robin had read the sad 
news of Judith Kerr’s death, and the emotion 
was evident in her voice: ‘When Hitler Stole 
Pink Rabbit just changed my life, the way 
I thought and how I saw people. And that 
is why I’m a children’s author. That is what 
children’s authors can do.’ 

As well as her Murder Most Unladylike 
series, Robin wrote The Guggenheim 
Mystery, the follow-up to Siobhan Dowd’s 
The London Eye Mystery, Dowd’s second 
novel, published in 2007 shortly before 
her death, about Ted Sparks, a young boy 
with Asperger’s. Was that a very different 
experience? ‘It was really an exercise in 
ventriloquy, trying to sound like Ted Sparks, 
trying to sound like Siobhan. And it really 
made me see how differently Siobhan and I 
write, and how differently Ted sees the world 
to the way Hazel does. I have such respect 
for Siobhan’s work … I think she was the 
most wonderful author, just such a genius. 
And then having to write something that I 
thought she would approve of, that would 
follow on from that wonderful London Eye 
Mystery was a big ask. It was a scary book to 
write, but I think what’s come out of that, 
I’m very proud of.’

Although Robin grew up in Oxford, she 
was born and lived her first three years in 
California. She holds both UK and US 
passports. ‘I feel like a real mix of the two. 
I’ve mostly lived in the UK, but I think I 
always feel slightly like an outsider, sort of 
part of British culture, but always a little 
bit distanced from it. And the same with 
the US. I grew up with a lot of American 
influences – my mother is American … I 
don’t know if I could choose between my 
identities.’ And how does she feel about 
recent political developments? ‘It’s been 
a distressing time to be both British and 
American. I’m struggling with everything 
that’s going on because it so doesn’t fit 

with my beliefs and what I would hope for 
either the future or the present. So it’s hard 
to watch.’ But her characteristic positivity 
can’t help but win out. ‘I do have hope and 
I think that a lot of that hope comes from 
just talking to the children and young 
people who I get to interact with. They 
are so positive, they are so smart, they are 
so engaged. I often see adults saying, “Oh, 
today’s generation, they don’t care about 
anything, they’re just on their phones,” and 
that is just the biggest misrepresentation 
of what children are doing and how they’re 
thinking. They are so clued-in to everything, 
they know exactly what’s happening in 
politics, they are aware, and they are worried, 
and they want to change things. Watching 
all the kids going on the FridaysForFuture 
marches and going on marches in America –  
I just think they’re wonderful, and I’m really 
proud of them. And again, I’m trying to 
do everything I can to support them and 
make them feel like they matter, and they 
can make a difference.’ On her recent trip 
over for ILFD, she was on a panel with 
Flossie Donnelly, a young beach cleaner 
from Dublin. ‘She is just fantastic. She’s 
twelve and she’s able to speak in public so 
articulately and have a mission and stick to it 
and get supporters, and it’s more than I felt 
I was able to do at twelve. The internet has 
made her realise that she has a voice.’ 

Seeing such inspiration in the children 
around her, it’s no wonder that Robin sees 
herself continuing to write for them well 
into the future, even after she eventually 
says goodbye to Hazel and Daisy. ‘A lot 
of people have asked me what happens to 
Hazel and Daisy in World War II, and it’s 
something that I’d love to write about one 
day … I might possibly write an adult book, 
but I always think my main focus is going 
to be children’s books. Children’s books 
were what made me a writer and I just think 
children are the most fantastic audience. 
They love so hard and they care so much, 
and the fan mail I get shows me how deeply 
involved they are in the world.’ For now, her 
mission is clear: ‘I’m really proud to write 
books that I hope help kids see the world 
in a thoughtful way, help them question – 
question what adults tell them – and be kind 
and be brave. I really feel that, as a writer, 
this is my power in the stories I tell.’ 

Kunak McGann has worked in publishing 
for nearly twenty years and is Rights 
Director with The O’Brien Press. She 
is the author of a number of books, 
including an early reader for children 
and Red Rover, Red Rover  – Games from 
an Irish Childhood. 
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There’s hardly a person in the world (or 
at least a person under a certain age) 
that doesn’t know the story of August 
Pullman – a young boy born with a facial 
difference who goes to school for the 
first time in fifth grade and suddenly 
meets with the world outside his family 
home. He discovers people’s unkindness, 
their suspicion of difference, their 
disloyalty, but also people’s openness, 
their ability to change and to grow, and 
their immense capacity for love. This 
story has sold over sixteen million copies, 
has been published in forty different 
languages and has recently been made 
into a movie with a star cast, so it’s 
inevitable that author R.J. Palacio has 
become a household name, too. 

But not many of her readers know who 
Palacio was before the explosive success 
of Wonder, that she was (and is) Raquel 
Jaramillo first – art director, editor and 
publisher. She always wanted to be a writer, 
and passionately loved books since she was 
a child, but her way into that world was 
through design and the visual side of book 
creation – writing didn’t feature for her 
until much later in life. I asked her about 
her journey from Raquel Jaramillo to 
R.J. Palacio, from publisher to bestselling 
writer, during her trip to Ireland for the 
International Literature Festival Dublin.

As a young person, Palacio went to Parsons 
School of Design in New York City and 
majored in illustration, ‘with the idea that 
I would work in book publishing in some 
capacity, because I knew that some day I 
wanted to write my own books and be part 
of this world’. Starting out as an assistant 
in the art department at Scribner’s, Palacio 
worked her way up as a designer of book 
covers. ‘Then I became an art director at 
Henry Holt and Company, where my job 
was to art direct and design covers for 

everyone from Paul Auster to Thomas 
Pynchon and Salman Rushdie – it was a 
great job.’

After about twenty years as a designer and 
art director, Palacio was offered an amazing 
opportunity to become the children’s 
editorial director at Workman Publishing 
in New York. ‘I had no experience either in 
editorial or in children’s books, but Peter 
Workman took a chance on me because 
I had a lot of ideas. So my job for about 
eight years was to think up cool ideas for 
kids’ books and make them happen – hire 
the writers, hire the illustrators and put 
them together.’ She went on to work on 
many successful books for Workman, and 
also learned what it takes to be part of the 
children’s book world and to be successful 
within it. It was during her time in this job 
that she got the idea for Wonder.

Palacio described her writing time as time 
that she had to make, as a full-time job and 
two young children didn’t leave her much 
time free for anything, let alone the writing 
of a novel. The inspiration for the story is 
a well-told tale, but it began when Palacio 
encountered a young girl with a facial 

difference at an ice-cream shop in New York. 
She was so worried that her youngest son –  
only two at the time – would scream or 
shout that she rushed her two children away, 
causing them to drop chocolate milkshake 
all over the ground in their hurry and create 
a dramatic and embarrassing scene. Palacio 
knew the young girl didn’t realise what had 
happened, but that the girl’s mother would, 
and felt awful for days afterwards – about 
how she had handled the situation, about 
her own lack of kindness and about how that 
young girl must have experiences like this all 
the time. And so Palacio came home after 
work every day, made dinner and helped the 
kids with their homework, before taking a 
nap and getting up again to write between 
12 a.m. and 3 a.m. She felt this was the story 
idea, of the dozens and dozens she had had, 
that she had to tell herself.

I couldn’t help but wonder whether, as a 
publisher – and particularly as an editorial 
director, whose job is to spot what books 
don’t exist but should – was the story of 
Auggie Pullman also something that she 
saw a gap in the market for? Did Palacio 
see a need for a book about a child with a 
physical disability or difference, and had her 
experience at the ice-cream shop just been 
the spark that lit the tinder? Did she know it 
was going to be a success? ‘Honestly, when I 
was writing Wonder I didn’t know if I’d even 
be able to get it published. Even though I 
knew everybody in publishing – I had all the 
connections from my day job – it just wasn’t 
the kind of book that was popular. At the 
time I was writing it was vampires, dystopian 
fiction and wizards that were the big sellers, 
and so my little book about this kid with a 
facial difference didn’t seem like it could ever 
be a seller.’

In fact, Palacio was extremely quiet about 
the making of Wonder. Almost everyone 
in the business knew her name, but knew 
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her as Raquel Jaramillo, and the book was 
submitted, edited and published under 
the name R.J. Palacio. It wasn’t until the 
deal was signed, the proof copies were on 
their way to booksellers and the book was 
imminent that she shared the good news 
about her ‘little book’ with her industry 
colleagues. So if it wasn’t the promise of 
big book sales or a gap in the market that 
inspired Palacio, what was it that gave her 
such faith in this particular story?

‘What I did think we needed – and maybe 
this was a little prescient – was a book that 
encouraged kindness. My older son had just 
started fifth grade and it was a tough year for 
him. He doesn’t face any of the issues that 
Auggie faces, but I watched him go through 
that as a mom and I was taken aback by the 
lack of kindness that I felt was on display. 
Here I was making kindness a priority in 
the way I was raising my children, and I did 
think, Are other parents doing the same? ’

Palacio’s question was answered in a 
turning-point moment when her well-
meaning neighbour, who had a child of 
the same age, approached her with some 
advice. She thought that Palacio’s son was a 
little too sweet, that maybe he needed to be 
toughened up a bit. The author’s response? 
‘Actually, no. The real thing that needs to 
happen is that everyone should be as sweet 
as my son. A lot of people misinterpret 
kindness as weakness. When you’re kind, 
you’re putting yourself out there in a way 
that can be tough if it’s not reciprocated. But 
that’s not the way the world will get better. 
So I wrote Wonder with the idea of maybe 
trying to inspire kindness. If I came at this 
book with a particular idea in mind, it wasn’t 
as a publisher – it was as a mom.’ 

Wonder is famous, not only for the book 
itself, but also for the movement it has 
inspired in schools and homes all over the 
US. Called ‘Choose Kind’, this movement 

asks children to follow one of the precepts 
outlined by Auggie’s teacher, Mr Browne – 
‘If you have a choice between being right and 
being kind, choose kind’ (a quote from Dr 
Wayne W. Dyer). These words have inspired 
a generation of young people around the 
world – at least sixteen million readers – 
to choose kindness as their first action or 
reaction with another human being. I asked 
Palacio how she feels about being responsible 
for this – for seeing kindness as being the 
place to begin. ‘Honestly, sometimes I can’t 
believe it and pinch myself. Everyone thinks 
about one’s legacy, and that’s a pretty good 
one. Having a bestselling book is great, 
writing things that inspire kids to want 
to read is fantastic but writing something 
that inspires a generation of kids to want 
to be kinder or to at least understand the 
importance of kindness – that was the 
original motivation, and it is astounding. 
I have a huge capacity to dream and this 
far exceeds anything I could ever have 
imagined.’ 

Wonder marked the beginning of a new wave 
in US children’s publishing, which has since 
spread to the UK and Irish market –  
a wave of focus on the importance of diverse 
and inclusive stories, characters and authors. 
I asked Palacio how she felt about this 
movement and whether Wonder was an 
active instigator of change or just happened 
to coincide with a more inclusive, kinder 
form of publishing.

‘My little book about a kid with a facial 
difference wasn’t meant to break down 
barriers. But because it became such a 
bestseller, it did become barrier-breaking, 
in that suddenly other publishers wanted 
to publish their take on diversity and 
difference. Wonder’s message of kindness 
and difference and tolerance suddenly 
became fashionable, and publishers are 
businesses – they are trying to monetise 
public interest and write to that market. So 
suddenly there’s a plethora of books about 
kids with disabilities or differences, which 
extends itself to social differences and 
LGBTQ+ and greater acceptance – which I 
think is fantastic.’

Palacio does, however, have some concerns 
about a change that has come alongside 
this brilliantly inclusive shift, and that is a 
new restriction on who is allowed to write 
what stories. ‘The impetus for change is 
wonderful and necessary. In 2012, when 
I published Wonder, there weren’t a lot of 
diverse voices out there, so there’s definitely 
a need for a push for more variety, diversity 
and representation. That is great. The flipside 
is what I’m seeing a little bit too much 
of, which is the stick-in-your-own-lane 
philosophy, where the message is that you 
don’t think about writing a story if it’s not 

your own experience. While I understand 
that we need to be sensitive, we’re also fiction 
writers – our job is to put ourselves in the 
shoes of other people. We do it with respect 
and with sensitivity. I think telling someone 
what to write or not write becomes as 
dangerous as having one world view.’

‘I heard someone say once, “It’s not about 
whether you can write that book, it’s about 
whether you should write that book,” as 
if book ideas are all interchangeable – as 
though if I hadn’t written Wonder, someone 
with a craniofacial difference could have 
written it. But it wouldn’t have been  
Wonder – it would have been a different 
book, or it might never have happened at all. 
This movement is so great, so long as it’s all 
about diversifying and not culling what we 
write. If the rule is sticking to write what 
you know, I certainly couldn’t have written 
Auggie Pullman.’

Palacio also finds the definition of who 
is and isn’t a diverse writer interesting 
because the publishing industry has never 
considered her to be one, even though she is 
a first-generation American citizen and her 
parents were immigrants from Columbia. 
‘I’m Latina, and my first language is Spanish. 
But when all the diverse voices came out, I 
was never classified as a diverse author, even 
though I am literally a diverse author, but I 
think it’s because I didn’t talk about it one 
way or the other. It’s part of who I am but it’s 
not what I necessarily choose to write about.’

Wonder is told through the perspectives 
and voices of many characters – through 
Auggie himself, but also through his sister 
Via, his friends Jack and Summer, and Via’s 
boyfriend Justin and her friend Miranda. 
The many perspectives show Auggie to us 
through different eyes and reveal to us the 
effect of his difference on those around 
him. As a result, Wonder literally presents 
a diversity of voices, and I wondered why 
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Palacio chose this particular form. ‘When 
I first started writing, I thought it would 
be just from Auggie’s point of view, but 
I became really curious about Via and 
wondered how she felt about all this. I 
realised that if I was curious about Via, then 
the reader was probably curious, too. I also 
realised that in order to tell Auggie’s story 
in a complete, 360-degree way, I would need 
to be outside his head – there’s no way he 
can know what other people are thinking 
about him, and that’s so much part of the 
story: how he changes people, how they react 
to him or how they end up changing after 
their initial reaction.’ She enforced some 
strict guidelines on herself – the main one 
being that we could only hear points of view 
from people who could enhance the reader’s 
understanding of Auggie’s story. To make 
all those voices work together, the story 
also had to progress in a linear way, which 
Palacio describes as ‘like a relay race, where 
the story was a baton and one person passes 
to the next, and they take it fifty metres 
forward and so on to the finish line.’

The many perspectives of the book also allow 
the reader to absorb the impact that a family 
member with a chronic condition can have 
on a family, a friend group and a community. 
Wonder inspires kindness and empathy not 
just for Auggie but also for his sister and his 
friends, who undoubtedly face struggles of 
their own because of him. Palacio tells me a 
story of a paediatric nurse who wrote to her 
soon after the publication of Wonder, who 
asked every nurse on the ward to read the 
book ‘because it reminded her of the siblings 
who were in the waiting rooms. As the mom 
and the dad and the unwell kid are all in the 
room, there’s usually a sibling in the waiting 
room reading a book for the third time. Via 
reminded her to remind everyone that we 
need to pay more attention to the siblings 
because they’re part of this story, too.’

Palacio is now working on a new book – a 
graphic novel that tells the story of Julian’s 
grandmother and her persecution during 
the Nazi regime in France in the 1940s. This 
story is initially told in the Julian chapter 
of Auggie & Me, a collection of three short 
Wonder-related stories, but when Palacio 
realised it was being used by teachers all over 
the US to introduce young children to the 
history of the Holocaust, she decided that 
she wanted to tell this story in full and in an 
even more accessible way. When I asked her 
about the book – entitled White Bird and 
due for publication in September 2019 –  
she told me she was also inspired by the 
time that we’re in right now, a time when 
messages of tolerance and kindness are more 
relevant and timely than they have been for 
many years. 

‘I had been working on another novel 
that’s not from the world of Wonder, but 

then the election happened in the US and 
I was so devastated. Almost immediately 
after the election, there came a call to ban 
all Muslims from entering the country 
and a ban on trans soldiers serving in the 
military – the most unconstitutional and 
horrific bans. That was the beginning of an 
assault on the rights and privileges that we’ve 
had for two hundred years. And I kept on 
seeing these signs, these things happening, 
that – without any hyperbole – really did 
remind me of what must have happened in 
Germany in the 1930s. We often ask how 
something like the Holocaust could happen, 
and it really is true that it happens slowly. 
It happens by normalising hate at different 
levels and in different ways, by normalising 
intolerance, normalising racism, normalising 
bigotry and making it mainstream. And 
what I saw happening was exactly that. 
I started the book two years ago and 
everything that’s happened since has made 
it, sadly, more timely and more prescient. 
The rise of anti-Semitism in the US has been 
extraordinary, the increase in hate crimes 
has been so disturbing, and we’re seeing 
things and hearing things that I thought 
were gone for good.’

Palacio felt that she didn’t need to write 
about the exact situation happening now 
or highlight the similarities between the 
Nazism of the 1930s and the intolerance of 
today, but that kids could make their own 
connections between a story from the past 
and the history that’s in the making today. ‘I 
don’t have to hit them over the head with it. 
My hope was to write about this to open the 
eyes of kids who can make the connection 
themselves.’ 

When I asked why she chose the graphic 
novel form for this book, she replied that 
she wanted to appeal to ‘kids who don’t 
necessarily want to read books’ and also 
because she wanted to flex her illustration 
muscles once again. More than anything, 
she admits that she wanted to be able to 
work on something on her iPad and be able 
to watch the news, talk to her family and 

engage with the world when everything was 
in such tumult. She didn’t feel like working 
on a novel, which requires a writer to close 
themselves off to everything happening 
around them. ‘There was so much going on 
that I couldn’t do what I needed to finish the 
other book. I needed to have access to my 
family – to be able to engage with the world 
and draw at the same time.’

Finally, I asked Palacio what her plans 
were for the future. I wondered if someone 
who has such obvious skill and passion for 
publishing could really leave that end of 
things behind to be an author full-time, 
even if that had always been her dream. 
The answer was a mixture of both paths, 
as Palacio has recently founded her own 
production company with her husband 
(who also works in publishing), called 1000 
Jars. This content-development company 
will develop ideas for children’s books, 
commission authors and illustrators, edit the 
manuscripts and then package the books to 
sell on to publishers. It’s a model employed 
all over the world, but the particular appeal 
for Palacio is the ability to take her unending 
stream of ideas for books and see them all 
come to fruition. ‘Even if I were to live to be 
120 years old, I wouldn’t have time to write 
all the books I have ideas for. And these are 
ideas I don’t need to write myself – they’re 
ideas for books that I think just should be 
books.’ The company will produce about five 
books a year – just enough to keep Palacio 
and her husband busy while still allowing 
time for her own writing and touring – and 
specialise in books for middle-grade readers. 
She wouldn’t reveal much about the projects 
underway, though she did mention that 
one was for a fantasy series that she’s been 
dreaming about bringing to life since she 
was twenty-two years old. 

As for her own books, she describes her 
mindset about writing as ‘returning to the 
pre-Wonder days’, where she will write books 
that she really wants to read and books that 
she believes should be in the world. ‘There’s 
a part of me that thinks maybe I shouldn’t 
write anything ever again because you can’t 
possibly top Wonder and Choose Kind – you 
could just make this be your one and only 
contribution to the world and that would be 
OK! That would be more than enough. But 
then there’s the part of me that still wants 
to tell stories even if they don’t sell sixteen 
million copies, even if they just reach one  
kid – that’s fine too.’

Gráinne Clear worked for five years as 
Publishing Manager and Art Director for 
Little Island Books, an award-winning 
independent children’s publisher based in 
Dublin. She has just started a new role as 
Senior Editor with Walker Books. 
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My little book about a kid 
with a facial difference wasn’t 
meant to break down barriers. 
But because it became such a 

bestseller, it did become barrier-
breaking, in that suddenly other 

publishers wanted to publish 
their take on diversity and 

difference. 
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As you read through the reviews in this 
issue’s selection, you will undoubtedly notice 
a phrase that comes up again and again. Our 
reviewers use it as a description, a shortcut to 
give you a sense of which manner of bookish 
beast you’re facing, but also as praise, as a 
badge of honour, something, perhaps, all the 
best books should aspire to. Welcome, dear 
reader, to the ‘coming-of-age’ issue!

Unsurprisingly, you will find the label 
applied mostly to teen and YA books. From 
the wilds of India and England in The Girl 
Who Came out of the Woods (Emily Barr) 
to the hectic life of working-class Dublin 
in Dangerous Games (James Butler); from 
the life-and-death decisions to be made 
in postapocalyptic Earth in Jacob’s Ladder 
(Charlie Pike) to World War I London in Lily 
and the Rockets (Rebecca Stevens), it seems 
a truth universally acknowledged that a 
young person thrown into a book will come 
out a stronger, fuller, more defined individual 
(if they survive long enough). The stakes 
are high, the outcomes uncertain and – all 
things being equal – it all sounds a lot like 
the rollercoaster most teenagers go through 
on an emotional and existential level. Jenny 
Downham’s forthcoming Furious Thing says it 
best: ‘Stories are about transformation, about 

starting as one thing and ending as another. 
And in the middle, when you don’t know 
what’s going to happen, all you have is hope.’

But younger readers also have their fair 
share of transforming to do (Where Do You 
Think Teenagers Come From?) and thankfully 
there are some brilliant books to help them 
on the journey. Willow Floss (heroine of 
Dominique Valente’s Starfell), Maggie (Kirsty 
Applebaum’s eponymous Middler), Louis 
(from Fanny Britt and Isabelle Arsenault’s 
Louis Undercover) all struggle to find their 
place in a world that seems to make more 
of everyone else – of everyone else’s talents 
and of everyone else’s problems. Making 
new friends, forging new alliances, entering 
new worlds, all this newness is part of the 
adventure of growing up, whether you are 
the child of a superhero (see Super Sons), the 
severed ear of a famous artist (check out The 
Ear) or, indeed, a marshmallow that perhaps 
doesn’t quite fit in with the pack (Most 
Marshmallows). 

Is é Peter Pan le J.M. Barrie ceann de na 
leabhair is cáiliúla ar domhan faoin óige agus 
faoin dul in aois, agus anois tá leagan nua 
den scéal iomráiteach sin, Tír na Deo, ar fáil 
chun freastal ar léitheoirí óga ár linne. Dóibh 
siúd ar fearr leo leabhair neamhfhicsin, nó 
a bhfuil suim acu sa stair, is fiú Tragóid atá 
ligthe i nDearmad le Carmel Uí Cheallaigh a 
léamh chun foghlaim faoin tubaiste mhuirí is 

measa i stair na hÉireann. Bainfidh léitheoirí 
muiníneacha an-taitneamh as Boscadán le 
hÁine Ní Ghlinn, ceann de leabhair dheiridh 
Cois Life. Tá críoch an-láidir curtha ag an 
bhfoilsitheoir lena chuid oibre lena leithéid de 
leabhar, mar atá le Rogha an Eagarthóra san 
eagrán seo, saothar ceannródaíoch i litríocht 
Ghaeilge na n-óg, Nóinín. Úsáideann Máire 
Zepf saorvéarsaíocht chun scéal fíorspéisiúil 
faoin óige san aonú haois is fiche a insint. Ní 
dhéanfaidh léitheoirí dearmad air go luath. 

There is something both exhilarating 
and terrifying in the idea of finding your 
purpose in the great unknown of life, a dual 
feeling that can manifest in really young 
children. Once again, fortunately, there are 
a few books for that. Jaime Kim and David 
LaRochelle’s The Isle of You, Dave Eggers 
and Lane Smith’s Tomorrow Most Likely and 
Robert Sabuda’s Believe all do their bit to 
soothe a worried heart and set it up for 
another day in the big world, where, ‘most 
likely’, all will be well. 

So you’re never too young, never too old 
to come of age! If you need further proof, 
think of Eric Carle’s Very Hungry Caterpillar, 
a master of transformation if ever there was 
one, who appears as spritely as when he first 
crawled on the page … fifty years ago!

Juliette & Siobhán

 REVIEWS

Denotes an Irish author/illustrator/publisher 
údar/maisitheoir/foilsitheoir as Éirinn

A great deal of thought has gone into the production of this 
gorgeous anthology. The poems, illustrations, cover, colour 
palette, contents list, helpful acknowledgements page, and the 
sequencing of the poems combine to make this book even more 
than the sum of its already excellent parts. 

The layout is exemplary – the words don’t compete with the 
illustrations, as is often the case, but each are given room to 
breathe and to be appreciated. Background colours are soft and 
easy on the eye. Text is laid out in Dolly, a traditional-style font 
with serifs – titles are in bold and the poets’ names in capitals; 
this feels like the optimum way to read poetry. 

Almost all of the poems are by prominent contemporary 
American poets: Kwame Alexander, Calef Brown, Rebecca Kai 
Dotlich, Margarita Engle, Ralph Fletcher, Douglas Florian, 
Helen Frost, Charles Ghigna, Nikki Grimes, Anna E. Jordan, 
Irene Latham, J. Patrick Lewis, Marjorie Maddox, Elaine 
Magliaro, Pat Mora, Marilyn Singer, April Halprin Wayland, 
Charles Waters, Steven Withrow and Allan Wolf. The earliest 
poem is from Christina Rossetti, with others from mid-
twentieth-century poets Martin Gardner, Karla Kuskin and 
Monica Shannon.

Wise, funny and exquisitely illustrated, this book is a delight 
for all ages. The editor, Paul B. Janeczko, died just prior 
to publication; this is a fitting celebration of his life and 
achievements. Poetry, 5–7, 8–10

Amanda Bell

Tá ag éirí go han-mhaith leis an úrscéal véarsaíochta d’aosaigh óga 
i saol an Bhéarla mar mheán éifeachtach le dul i ngleic le téamaí 
tromchúiseacha agus mothúcháin chasta, agus tá iomrá ar scríbhneoirí 
Éireannacha ar nós Sarah Crossan agus Meg Grehan atá ag cur saothar 
ar fáil sa seánra seo. Tá Cois Life i ndiaidh Nóinín, an chéad leabhar 
dá leithéid do léitheoirí óga na Gaeilge, a fhoilsiú, agus is cinnte go 
bhfuil an tairbhe chéanna ag baint leis an saothar seo; tá éacht déanta 
ag an údar, Máire Zepf, leis an úrscéal saorvéarsaíochta seo a dhíríonn 
ar an mhealltóireacht ar líne. 

Tá beirt reacairí óga sa scéal: tosaíonn Nóinín ag insint faoina saol féin 
nuair a thosaíonn sí caidreamh le hOisín ar líne. Tuigeann muid go 
bhfuil rud éigin cearr nuair a thosaíonn reacaireacht Eimear, an cara is 
ansa le Nóinín, leathbhealach tríd an scéal, agus foghlaimíonn muid 
faoin méid a thit amach nuair a bhuail Nóinín le hOisín. 

Tá an mórphlota cumhachtach, agus tá an teanga gonta agus  
an-soléite ina cur síos ar mhothúcháin thromchúiseacha agus ar 
eachtraí suntasacha a athraíonn saol na gcarachtar. Ach tá Zepf 
iontach cumasach chomh maith ag plé le mionghnéithe shaol an 
déagóra: Mamaí-na-Clochaoise, ‘córas feodach’ na scoile, agus an 
tarraingt ar leith a bhaineann le notifications an ghutháin phóca.

Saothar láidir, uaillmhianach a fhanfaidh leis an léitheoir i ndiaidh dó 
an leabhar a leagan uaidh. 13+

Caoimhe Nic Lochlainn

Selected by Paul B. Janeczko 
Illustrated by Richard Jones 
THE PROPER WAY TO MEET A 
HEDGEHOG AND OTHER HOW-
TO POEMS 
Walker Books, April 2019, Hardback, 
48pp, £12.99 ISBN 9781406387513

Máire Zepf 
NÓINÍN 
Cois Life, Aibreán 2019 Clúdach Bog, 
277lch, e10.00 
ISBN 9781907494949
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Atinuke 
Illustrated by Angela Brooksbank 

B IS FOR BABY 
Walker Books, April 2019 
Hardback, 32pp, £11.99 
ISBN 9781406371086

B is for ‘baby’, but B is also for a lot of 
other things that make up a day in Baby’s 
life! From Nigerian author Atinuke, the 
creator of the successful Anna Hibiscus 
series, comes this very sweet picturebook. 
Set in a village somewhere in Africa, 
Baby’s unexpected adventure starts when 
she discovers a basket full of bananas 
and climbs inside to help herself to some 
breakfast. But when big brother comes to 
take the basket away, he fails to notice the 
precious cargo inside and brings her with 
him to see Baba, their grandfather. Cycling 
through the village, Baby peeks out as the 
world goes by, seeing birds, buses, baobab 
trees and baboons. What will Baba think 
when he discovers more than just bananas 
in his special delivery?

Atinuke has opted for little text in this 
book, using just one short sentence per 
page and keeping the main focus on 
the beautiful illustrations by Angela 
Brooksbank. The relationships between 
the children and their elders are beautifully 
presented, with tender images and warm 
facial expressions. The bicycle journey 
through rural Africa is brought alive in 
brightly coloured scenes of the people and 
animals that the children encounter, giving 
an insight into life in an African village and 
providing plenty of topics for conversation.

A lovely heartwarming story, this book is 
suitable for very young readers and may be 
especially appropriate for those who have a 
little sibling on the loose! 0–4

Emma McKeag

Beatrice Alemagna 
Translated by Daniel Hahn 
THE BIG LITTLE THING 

Tate Publishing, March 2019 
Hardback, 32pp, £12.99 
ISBN 9781849766456

The simplicity of this beautiful book belies 
its big message about life, happiness and 
being open to good things. Phrased in plain 
poetic lines, deftly translated by Daniel 
Hahn, the book allows children and adults 
to engage with the small joys that visit our 
lives and are all too easily missed. People 
build high walls, make themselves busy, 
spend and stretch themselves in all kinds of 
ways, and miss the blessings that have been 
there all along.

That such a big theme can be handled 
without a hint of moralising, or artificial 
worthiness, is one of this book’s great 
strengths. Beatrice Alemagna’s writing is 
accompanied by her gently expansive sky-
scapes, deep greys and glimmers of sunrise 
orange that give the sense of being on 
the brink of something good. The simple 
lessons this big book carries are so vital to a 
generation of children whose lives are busy 
and whose attention is often fragmented. It 
is a wistful invitation to wonder, a reminder 
to see and savour the beauty and good 
things of our world and to not let them 
pass us by. 

Beautiful in concept, form and expression, 
The Big Little Thing will awaken the senses 
of children and adults alike. 0–4, 5–7

Andrew Roycroft

Robert Sabuda 
BELIEVE 

Walker Books, September 2019 
Hardback, 24pp, £20.00 
ISBN 9781406387575

Believe opens with an emblem of an acorn 
and the words ‘When I grow up’. This is a 
profound opening, as the acorn symbolises 
strength and potential. It calls one to 
look deep inside at the seed of something 
wondrous that is yet to flourish. This poetic 
pop-up could serve as an affirmational 
tool. ‘When I strive for my goals ... I will 
savour the outcome’ is a sentence that 
clearly speaks from personal experience and 
reminds the reader of the importance of 
gratitude. After each inspirational pop-up, 
Sabuda gives a chance for pause with an 
eloquently coloured double spread, a strong 
sentence and a symbolic stamp.

Sabuda’s paper engineering really shines 
with the minimal bold colour palette: the 
interplay of shape and colour is striking. 
The way in which he combines a variety of 
paper mechanics is unique and innovative; 
Sabuda continuously challenges the limits 
of three-dimensional form.

This book is a particularly fitting gift for 
somebody on the cusp of a new adventure. 
It will appeal to everyone, captivating both 
parent and child alike. A positive bedtime 
story, for when one might dream big! All 
ages

Jennifer O’Brien
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Beatrice Blue 
ONCE UPON A UNICORN HORN 

Frances Lincoln Children’s Books, April 2019 
Hardback, 32pp, £12.99 
ISBN 9781786035882

 

Have you ever wondered how unicorns 
got their horns? Once upon a time, a little 
girl named June was wandering through 
her magical garden when she happened 
upon a group of little horses. They were all 
learning to fly. All but one. The poor little 
thing couldn’t fly at all and this was making 
him very sad. The sadder he got, the less 
it looked like he was going to lift off. And 
that made June very sad, too. What could 
June do to help her new friend? She talked 
to her mum and dad and, suddenly, she had 
a plan. A very sweet, very scrummy plan …

An invitation into one little girl’s world, 
this is a story that vibrates with imagination 
and charm, with delightfully drawn 
characters, plot and setting. June is a 
wonderful central personality, showing a 
range of emotions and thoughts – lively, 
empathetic and funny. The parents feature 
briefly in the tale, as they take their child’s 
concerns seriously and seek to help her 
help her friend. They believe her, and the 
importance of this cannot be understated. 
The book offers a whimsical look at 
problem-solving and compassion for others. 

The vibrant illustration, filled with texture 
and colour, brings every page to life, 
displaying feeling and a sense of fun and 
awareness, as well as depicting a beautiful, 
natural world. It is so full of joy and spirit, 
so enchanting. It’s just fabulous! 0–4, 5–7

Mary Esther Judy

Dave Eggers 
Illustrated by Lane Smith 

TOMORROW MOST LIKELY 
Chronicle Books, April 2019 

Hardback, 32pp, £12.99 
ISBN 9781452172781

When a parent says goodnight, a child 
can be left alone with their thoughts and 
sometimes their worries. This story is 
a reminder of the wonder to be found 
in ordinary routines and habits, while 
acknowledging fears but showing that 
everything will likely be fine. 

Eggers speaks directly to the child about 
tomorrow’s events, from blue skies to 
meals that are brown. The gentle rhymes 
encourage a child to see their world from 
as many angles as possible, to look up to 
the sky and down on the ground, to notice 
what they smell, hear and taste. The lasting 
message is how tomorrow’s worries (and in 
particular a small bug’s worries about his 
friend Stu) are not so big because the child 
is a special and central part of the next day.

Smith’s art is exquisite, combining oil paint 
and energetic collage patterns with his 
familiar bold style. The artwork is bright, 
with a protagonist in a yellow fedora 
meeting humorous characters in a city 
setting – all of whom are more than they 
appear to be.

The story’s rhyming couplets are broken 
by a line that doesn’t rhyme – but that 
sings true as the main point of this tale: 
tomorrow will be fine, and if one part 
doesn’t quite fit with this anthem, then 
that’s OK too. This precious bedtime tale 
says more than goodnight to a child; it is 
a lullaby that alleviates worries, promising 
only good things and endless possibilities 
for tomorrow. 0–4, 5–7

Olivia Hope

Rilla Alexander 
TOUCHWORDS: FOOD  
Chronicle Books, April 2019 
Board Book, 16pp, £11.99 

ISBN 9781452173917

 

Building on the success of the multi-
sensory TouchThinkLearn series, this new 
title from Chronicle is a noticeable step 
up in the educational stakes. Many of the 
classic elements of the original series are still 
present – the raised die-cuts and cut-outs – 
but this range demonstrates a greater focus 
on early learning, in particular language 
development and word recognition.

Each double-page spread features a tasty 
offering (apples, eggs, soup and so on), 
its name presented in raised letters and 
illustrated with the help of tactile elements. 
Little fingers can trace over the word ‘eggs’, 
but they can also feel the shape of three 
eggs in their box and discover other ‘stretch’ 
(associated) words that help provide context 
for each of the selected foods.

Food may not enthral babies and toddlers 
as much as other tactile books, but what it 
lacks in playfulness it certainly makes up for 
in design. Alexander’s graphic simplicity is 
perfect for little ones – you can almost lift 
up the pie at the very end and eat it straight 
off the page! Her spreads are clean and 
fresh with a changing colour palette that 
reenergises with every turn.

Language learning is a complex business 
for everyone; this multi-sensory approach 
may be one way to help young children 
make connections between words they 
hear, words they see and the physicality 
of objects they can feel. Whether it’s a 
teacher encouraging letter formation, a 
nursery class working on their food topic 
or a parent hoping to engage a little one at 
mealtime, Food is a flexible resource that 
might just fit the bill. Non-fiction, 0–4, 
5–7 

Lindsay Quayle
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Rowboat Watkins 
MOST MARSHMALLOWS 
Chronicle Books, April 2019 

Hardback, 40pp, £11.99 
ISBN 9781452159591

 

Wildly creative, inviting and fun, Most 
Marshmallows is sure to delight young 
readers. Like them, most marshmallows 
have a parent, or maybe two, live indoors 
and have to put up with seemingly arbitrary 
rules, limits and exercises in school. Also 
like them, some marshmallows know that 
these limits are utter nonsense.

The story and language of this book 
are clear and well-paced, with simple 
sentences and wry wit. It is well suited to 
early readers. The illustrations, however, 
are the thing. Watkins has created a cast 
of anthropomorphised marshmallows 
by drawing magnificently detailed faces 
and outfits onto marshmallows and then 
accessorising them with backpacks, party-
hats, parachutes and more. The staging of 
each diorama is intricate and hilarious. Of 
particular note are some downcast benched 
players in PE class and a fiery marshmallow 
knight at the end.

The possibilities for book-related 
marshmallow art are endless. Go forth and 
create! 0–4, 5–7

Vita Coleman

David LaRochelle 
Illustrated by Jaime Kim 

ISLE OF YOU 
Walker Books, May 2019 
Hardback, 32pp, £11.99 
ISBN 9781406382570

LaRochelle and Kim provide us with the 
perfect book to soothe a small child who, 
perhaps, has had a hard day. The opening 
spread invites us right into the child’s 
world. We see a solitary child, sitting up 
in bed, exuding sadness or loneliness. The 
child is bathed in soft light and hugging a 
pillow for comfort. The room looks huge 
and rather tidy, and the colour tones are 
dark blues. We see a bear slumped at the 
end of the bed and, in a toy-box, silhouettes 
of toys like a hot air balloon, a yacht, a 
bunny, an elephant, while on the wall 
are the child’s drawings of a castle and a 
princess. An observant reader will notice 
that these all feature later in the story. 

An omniscient narrator then invites the 
child to go to the perfect place across the 
bay. Through the world of the imagination, 
the child enters a fun-filled adventure in a 
place called the Isle of You. 

Kim’s illustrations are lush and over the 
top in a childlike way. Roller-skating polar 
bears, starfish, dressing up and castles all 
feature. No child will stay grumpy for 
long while reading this book. It has rides 
and swims and waterfalls and hammocks, 
happy, friendly children and animals and, 
finally, a sugar-filled party feast. What’s 
not to like? This is a perfect bedtime story, 
guaranteed to induce sweet dreams. 3–5

Mary Roche

Kat Patrick  
Illustrated by Lauren Farrell 

DOODLE CAT WEARS A CAPE 
Scribble, April 2019 

Hardback, 32pp, £10.99 
ISBN 9781911617891 

Doodle Cat is back! And this time he 
has a cape. Well, it’s actually a tea-towel, 
but that’s beside the point. But his friend 
Pangolin is sad, so the question is can 
Doodle Cat use his superpowers to cheer 
him up?

In fact, the idea of Doodle Cat’s superhero 
cape really being an ordinary tea-towel 
speaks to the message that lies at the 
heart of Patrick and Farrell’s new book. 
You make your own superpowers and 
being a good friend turns you into a hero 
instantly. Building a story that’s funny, 
engaging and utterly focused on the power 
of the imagination, the latest Doodle Cat 
instalment shows the reader that love is the 
greatest superpower of all. With a striking 
and vibrant colour palette, the illustrations 
bring Doodle Cat and Pangolin vividly to 
life in a book that is beautifully produced 
and never anything less than visually 
engaging. 

Even readers who have never encountered 
Doodle Cat and his trademark enthusiasm 
and vigour will be utterly swept away by 
this touching and insightful book. At once 
a madcap story full of joy and excitement 
and a profound exploration of the power 
of friendship and love to heal and protect, 
Doodle Cat and his caped adventures 
demand to be read again and again. 0–4, 
5–7

Becky Long
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Clare Helen Welsh 
Illustrated by Ashling Lindsay 

THE TIDE 
Little Tiger Press, May 2019 

Hardback, 32pp, £11.99 
ISBN 9781788810852

Welsh says that this book is based on her 
memory of a seaside outing to Perran 
Sands, Cornwall, as well as on her 
experience of having a family member 
who suffers from dementia. At the heart 
of the book is the beautiful relationship 
between a little girl and her grandfather. At 
times he gets confused and forgets things. 
The child narrator admits that she gets 
cross sometimes with him. She worries 
that someday he might forget her. Yet her 
empathy breaks through too, as she tries to 
imagine how frightening it must be for him 
to forget the people he loves. 

Welsh’s text is clear, concise and precise, 
and she captures the perspective and 
vivacity of the protagonist perfectly. She 
understands the world of a child very well 
and she handles the topic of dementia 
here with huge insight and sensitivity. The 
illustrations are delightful. Lindsay blends 
colour and warmth using orange, red 
and yellow tones that contrast well with 
the colours of the sea and sky, as well as 
against the checks, polka dots and stripes 
on fabrics. The illustrations emphasise 
the warm and close relationships between 
the little girl, her mum and her grandad. 
They, along with other characters at the 
beach, look real. People are all shapes, sizes 
and colours, and the images depict a very 
positive version of family life. 

The actual words ‘dementia’ or ‘Alzheimer’s’ 
are avoided; however, reading and 
discussing the book could provide a 
beautifully nuanced way for parents and 
teachers to introduce this highly relevant 
topic to young children. 3–6

Mary Roche

James Carter 
Illustrated by Aaron Cushley 

THE BIG BEYOND:  
THE STORY OF SPACE TRAVEL 

Caterpillar Books, April 2019 
Hardback, 32pp, £11.99 
ISBN 9781848577978

From Galileo to Sputnik, The Big Beyond 
is a short but question-provoking 
introduction to space travel, galaxy 
explorers and other stellar mysteries of our 
universe. 

James Carter retraces, in chronological 
order, the history of human space 
exploration, and his words beautifully 
blend science and poetry together. Aaron 
Cushley’s illustrations bring out this 
narrative in a delightful way: against big 
expanses of blue skies and dark nights, 
the stars shine brightly, while colourful 
planes and kites stand out and tiny 
fascinated figures remind readers of man’s 
longstanding fascination with ‘the big 
beyond’. The illustrative style – mimicking 
the prose – is both realistic (in its depiction 
of satellites and engines for instance) and 
whimsical. 

The different episodes of our spatial 
discovery are told in broad strokes, but with 
enough detail to stimulate inquisitive and 
adventurous minds. The rapid chronology 
given at the end of the book is much 
appreciated and a good starting point for 
any reading explorer who might want to 
find out more. The Big Beyond is warmly 
recommended for any child interested in 
space travel, science and great discoveries. 
Reading this one at bedtime will have 
future astronauts and budding scientists 
counting spaceships on their way to sleep. 
Non-fiction, 5–7+

Victoire Lemaire

Nicola Colton 
JASPER AND SCRUFF 

Stripes Publishing, March 2019 
Paperback, 96pp, £5.99 
ISBN 9781788950695

 

Jasper is a cat who has it all – a fancy 
apartment, colour-coordinated bookshelves 
and an extensive wardrobe of bow-ties in 
every pattern imaginable. The one thing 
Jasper is missing to complete his perfect 
life is the right friends. So Jasper invites the 
Sophisticats, the town’s most exclusive cat 
club, to dinner, hoping to impress them 
enough to get an invitation to join their 
gang. But a boisterous, muddy little puppy 
called Scruff follows Jasper home and his 
evening of sophisticated dining doesn’t 
quite go to plan …

Nicola Colton is an Irish author–illustrator 
who will be familiar to many from her 
enchanting début picturebook, A Dublin 
Fairytale, which was nominated for an Irish 
Book Award in 2015. Jasper and Scruff is 
her first book for readers looking to move 
on from picturebooks, and also the first in a 
planned series featuring the stylish cat and 
the messy pup.

Jasper and Scruff are delightful creatures to 
spend time with and the story of finding 
true friendship is enormously appealing and 
told with style, wit and an obvious affection 
for the central characters. The colourful 
illustrations are gorgeous and as witty and 
sophisticated as Jasper himself. Combining 
good story with beautiful design, this 
charming book does a wonderful job of 
setting up the new series and will leave 
readers as hungry as Scruff to gobble up the 
next instalment when it publishes later this 
year. 5–7+

Brenda Frawley
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Carme Lemniscates 
BIRDS 

Walker Studio, April 2019 
Hardback, 40pp, £12.99 
ISBN 9781406387339

 

‘Birds come in many different colours, 
shapes and personalities – but they all 
make our imagination soar.’ From the very 
first pages of patterned feathers, it’s easy to 
imagine that this is going to be a beautiful 
book, and it is proven again and again over 
the subsequent pages. Birds is a celebration 
of all types of birds, from owls to ducks, 
toucans to kingfishers and pheasants to 
hummingbirds. Carme Lemniscates, an 
award-winning author and illustrator from 
Barcelona, has succeeded in creating an 
artistic tribute to birds, and her colourful 
depictions stand out against a background 
of texture and collage. 

Not only is it beautiful to look at, Birds is a 
lyrical book, which uses birds as metaphors 
for life. Like people, birds come in many 
shapes, colours and personalities, but the 
book goes deeper than that, looking at how 
different birds live their lives. The author 
compares birds to thoughts and describes 
them as symbols of good news and messages 
of peace. 

Birds is a wonderfully positive book, 
which would be great for reading aloud 
and encouraging lots of interesting 
conversations with little ones. Non-fiction, 
5–7

Paul Staunton

Piret Raud 
THE EAR 

Thames & Hudson, February 2019 
Hardback, 30pp, £9.95 
ISBN 9780500651636

 

When I presented this book to two 
young children I know, the eight-year-old 
exclaimed, ‘That’s weird!’ and laughed.  
The eleven-year-old said, ‘That’s weird. 
I love it!’ – and indeed, The Ear is rather 
curious. 

The premise is inspired by the story of 
Vincent van Gogh’s ear, who suddenly 
finds herself inexplicably all alone in the 
world. We don’t know why Ear is feminine 
nor are we given the artist’s back story. Ear 
doesn’t know who she is without Head. She 
is lonely and frightened but soon realises 
that she is a very good listener and that 
many of the strange animal creatures she 
meets are longing to be heard. Ear makes 
new friendships, faces some challenges 
and ultimately finds new purpose. Finally, 
Ear learns to live happily among her new 
friends, untroubled by memories of her 
past, feeling useful and wanted in her own 
right. 

Piret Raud is a leading children’s writer 
and illustrator in Estonia. Her remarkable 
colour drawings are eccentric and 
elegant, and every hand-drawn creature is 
wonderfully expressive. One child described 
Ear as ‘looking like a pickle’ (in a good 
way!) and talked enthusiastically about 
different ways of ‘seeing’ – especially liking 
the hare, who had visibly swallowed a carrot 
and felt guilty about eating a snowman’s 
nose. 

The Ear is a gentle fable that re-affirms the 
importance of listening and of looking 
beyond the familiar. Young children will 
enjoy having it read to them, but it is easily 
accessible to readers from eight years old. 
5–7, 8–10

Jan Winter

Clare Saxby 
Illustrated by Mark Jackson  

and Heather Potter 
THE ANZAC BILLY 

Walker Books, May 2019 
Hardback, 32pp, £11.99 
ISBN 9781406388718

This evocative non-fiction-narrative 
picturebook will be a great addition to 
any child’s bookshelf and to the shelves 
of infant and junior classes, giving, as it 
does, a human, emotional connection to 
World War I and highlighting the Anzac 
commitment to the Great War. 

It is a very attractive book with beautifully 
drawn images filling every page. The 
illustrators have given an immediate 
‘historic’ feel to it through their sensitive 
use of watercolour in sepia and blue-grey 
tones throughout. Given the potentially 
harrowing subject matter (one thinks 
Gallipoli, though the battle is never 
mentioned), the structure is comforting and 
the language reassuringly nursery-rhyme-
like. The child at the centre of the story is 
seen filling a billy (short for billycan, think 
‘Waltzing Matilda’) day by day, Monday 
to Friday, with treats and necessities. Some 
are bought in the local shop and some 
come from home, such as the ‘just-knit pair 
of socks’ we may have spotted his nanna 
knitting on another page, all to send to his 
soldier father for Christmas. It is humorous 
too: ‘On Tuesday I put in his favourite 
yucky fish.’ 

On Saturday, it is his mother’s turn to put 
something in and on Sunday his nanna fills 
the last spaces. The voice of the small child 
retains the narrative as the story moves 
beyond their home, and the illustrations 
show the billys being packed and loaded 
onto ships. The child’s concern is that the 
billy won’t reach his father on the other side 
of the world, yet his message to whoever 
does get his billy is warm and poignant. 
The story closes on a positive note with 
an uplifting, wordless image of his father’s 
return. 5–7, 8–10

Lucinda Jacob
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Céline Potard 
Illustrated by Sophie Ledesma 

MONSTERS: A MAGIC LENS HUNT FOR 
CREATURES OF MYTH, LEGEND, FAIRY 

TALE, AND FICTION 
What on Earth Books, May 2019 

Hardback, 32pp, £14.99 
ISBN 9781999968069 

Explore this fascinatingly different monster 
book with a twist. Navigate spooky castles, 
scary forests and even visit outer space with 
the special creature-revealing cellophane 
lens. This magic lens reveals the striking 
features of the world’s most famous 
monsters, all through the red filter.

Monsters are secretly hiding within each 
page, patiently waiting to jump out once 
the special lens is placed over them. It 
features mythological creatures, ghostly 
spirits and trolls, and Voldemort and even 
Gollum appear! The pages are packed with 
wonderfully abstract and colourful scenes 
filled with a short paragraph about each 
monster’s background and history – a really 
interesting way to explore the subject.

This is a beautiful gallery of the most 
unlikely creatures, a brilliant way to 
introduce children to mythological folklore. 
Written by Céline Potard, a former 
children’s book editor, who now writes and 
translates children’s books. 6–9 

Ciara McGurl

Teddy Keen 
THE LOST BOOK OF ADVENTURE 

Frances Lincoln Children’s Books, March 2019 
Hardback, 192pp, £20.00 

ISBN: 9781786032966

 

Ever wanted to make a toothbrush from 
a twig? A candle from a crayon? You’ve 
come to the right book. The Lost Book of 
Adventure is billed as a collection of notes 
and drawings by an unknown adventurer 
that were discovered in the Amazon. It tells 
you everything you need to know to survive 
in the wild, from building a shelter to 
cooking with a stick. 

Young explorers will get lost in this 
handsome hardback for days and will find 
ample reason to return to it regularly. But, 
even better, it could awaken an interest 
in the outdoors for children happier with 
indoor pursuits. The illustrations alone are 
enough to make you want to get out in the 
wild. The book also contains entertaining 
anecdotes on mishaps encountered by the 
author. They include being surrounded 
by hippos in Malawi, getting caught in a 
Saharan dust storm and coming face to 
face with a lethal snake in Guyana. And 
in case you ever get into a sticky situation, 
it has advice on what to do if you fall 
through ice, get caught in a rip current 
or find yourself in a lightning storm. For 
children who fear they will never have an 
adventure, he advises, ‘When you decide 
on something adventurous, the world has a 
habit of making it happen.’ He also gently 
encourages them on the right path, with 
suggestions such as camping outside on a 
summer’s evening and planning a bike trip.

The only adventure guide you’ll need. Non-
fiction, 7+, 8–10, 10–12

Alison Healy

Pádraig Kenny 
POG 

Chicken House Books, April 2019 
Paperback, 280pp, £6.99 

ISBN 9781911490395

 

In a rickety old house on the edge of a 
living, breathing forest, the story unfolds. 
Thirteen-year-old Penny and eleven-year-
old David have moved here from their 
sunny London home in an effort to make 
a fresh start with their father. The family is 
grief-stricken; their mother ‘arrives’ to the 
house late on moving day in the form of 
ashes in a bronze urn that makes its home 
on the mantelpiece.

Enter Pog Lumpkin, small and furry, 
wearing a woollen jacket, waistcoat and 
belt. He is one of the First Folk, whose job 
it is to guard a portal into a sinister world 
full of nefarious creatures that lies behind 
the house’s cellar door. He’s been living in 
the attic for years, protecting the portal 
(called ‘the Necessary’) with his enchanted 
staff. 

Despite meaning to stay invisible to 
humans, Pog reveals himself to the children 
and they become friends as he explains his 
mission. But Pog doesn’t know that dark 
powers have awakened deep within the 
forest, by the gnarled tree that grows in the 
clearing. And David, the most vulnerable 
of the family, succumbs to intense evil as 
he’s sucked into believing he can bring his 
mother back. Tension builds slowly over 
the chapters, rushing to a dramatic climax, 
filled with fantastical creatures. 

Pádraig Kenny has invented a cast of vivid, 
unforgettable characters in this lyrical tale, 
and at the centre is the small family whose 
grief may finally be able to bloom into a 
green shoot of hope. 8–10, 10–12

Susan McKeever
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Thomas Taylor 
MALAMANDER 

Walker Books, May 2019 
Paperback, 304pp, £6.99 

ISBN 9781406386288

 

Herbie Lemon is ‘a castaway with no 
memory, washed up on a strange shore in 
a crate of lemons, and adopted by a whole 
town’. He works as a Lost-and-Founder 
in the Nautilus Hotel in Eerie-on-Sea. 
One day, a strange girl called Violet Parma 
appears at the window of his Lost-and-
Foundry; she is running away from a man 
who has a boat hook instead of a hand. 
Violet’s search for her long-lost parents 
leads her and Herbie on a fantastical 
journey, peopled by memorably eccentric 
characters and full of marvellous inventions: 
a book dispensary where a mechanical 
mermonkey writes book prescriptions for 
people is a gem. (An idea for CBI’s Book 
Clinics, perhaps?) 

Taylor’s fantasy-world-building is a delight, 
and it would be impossible to read the 
introductory chapter and not get sucked 
into this rollercoaster seaside adventure. The 
story is richly textured with details about 
seashores, beachcombing and the wild and 
wonderful things – real and imaginary – to 
be found there. The reading experience 
is enhanced by the author’s charming 
illustrations, and a map is provided to 
help keep track of Herbie and Violet’s 
movements.

Taylor’s love of the sea shines through every 
page of this fantasy adventure. There is a 
pacey dénouement and enough loose ends 
to suggest that a sequel is in the making – it 
will be eagerly awaited by anyone who reads 
Malamander. 8–10, 10–12

Amanda Bell

Ridley Pearson 
Illustrated by Ile Gonzalez 

SUPER SONS:  
THE POLARSHIELD PROJECT 

DC Comics, April 2019 
Paperback, 160pp, £7.99 

ISBN 9781401286392

Ian Wayne and Jon Kent are two teenage 
boys who have absolutely nothing in 
common except for one thing – their 
fathers just happen to be two of the most 
infamous superheroes of all time, Batman 
and Superman. To avoid an impending 
global disaster, the Super Sons will need 
to find a way to trust each other and work 
together – not to mention figure out who 
the enigmatic Candace is and whether the 
secrets she’s keeping could be the key to 
solving the mystery.

Ridley Pearson’s narrative is endlessly 
inventive, throwing Ian and Jon together 
at every turn, often with hilarious 
consequences. The boys are extremely well 
drawn, and their dialogue is engaging and 
convincing – their reluctant friendship is 
the heart of this intriguing graphic novel. 
Ile Gonzalez’s artwork is gorgeously detailed 
and beautifully coloured, offering a visual 
inventiveness that matches Pearson’s ideas. 

The plot flies along at an almost breakneck 
pace, but Pearson never lets it run away 
with him, and an emphasis on stunningly 
rendered action and character interaction 
throughout keeps the reader invested. 
By turns funny, poignant and thought 
provoking, The PolarShield Project is an 
original and exciting new adventure for 
DC, graphic novel and superhero fans alike. 
8–10, 10–12

Becky Long

Cory Leonard 
CALL ME ALASTAIR 

Scholastic, February 2019 
Paperback, 320pp, £6.99 

ISBN 9781407186719

 

Alastair is a clever African grey parrot who 
dreams of freedom and blue skies for him 
and his sister, Aggie. Despite being born 
in the back of a pet shop, he spends his 
time planning their escape, which leaves 
him broken winged. Eventually his sister 
is bought by the animal-loving Fritz who 
works part-time in the shop, while he is 
bought by the eccentric widow Mrs Plopky. 
Now Alastair must rescue his sister, as well 
as plan his escape.

This beautiful début by Cory Leonard is as 
animated and witty as the characters in the 
story – the mixed narration told through 
Fritz’s hypochondria-tinged diary extracts, 
Mrs Plopky’s outrageous letters and 
Alastair’s voice adds an energy and variety 
that makes it a dynamic and emotional 
read. The title itself is a nod to the opening 
of Moby Dick and Alastair actually eats 
words on paper, creating his own poems, 
often in homage to greats such as Robert 
Frost, Emily Dickinson and Lewis Carroll.

Alastair’s stubborn refusal to accept his 
situation is mirrored in the grieving Mrs 
Plopky’s reluctance to enter a retirement 
home, while Aggie’s optimism and 
appreciation of her new family is reflected 
in the large-hearted Fritz. A story that 
shows how accepting change can be 
difficult, but that by having the strength to 
let go, we can create a space for happiness. 
8–10, 10–12

Olivia Hope
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Dominique Valente 
Illustrated by Sarah Warburton 

STARFELL: WILLOW MOSS  
AND THE LOST DAY  

HarperCollins, May 2019 
Hardback, 288pp, £12.99 

ISBN 9780008308391

 
Willow Moss is a young witch saddled 
with mundane magic. While her flashier 
relatives can speak with the dead or move 
things with their minds, Willow’s skill is 
more prosaic (though, in my eyes at least, 
immensely more useful): she can find lost 
things. Usually this means tracking down 
errant socks or her neighbours’ false teeth, 
but one day the most powerful witch 
in the world of Starfell recruits her to 
find something very special. Every single 
resident has lost their memory of what 
happened last Tuesday, and they don’t even 
seem to have noticed. Clearly, something 
dark and powerful has taken the lost day. 
Can Willow, with her unspectacular skill 
and conspicuous lack of friends (apart from 
her ‘batty’ Granny Flossy and Oswin, the 
grumpy monster from under her bed), 
really be the right person to tackle it?

Action and characters burst off the page in 
this exciting and confident début. Starfell 
may be dull to Willow, but for the reader 
it is bracing and vibrant, populated with 
trolls, dragons, seers and potion makers. It’s 
a colourful place – shades are never ‘yellow’ 
or ‘pink’ when they could be ‘sunshine’ 
or ‘raspberry’ – but, crucially, the darker 
elements are there too. Willow’s foes are 
definitely dangerous, and she’s not perfect, 
but she takes things on with a determined 
attitude and learns to value her own place 
in the world as she goes. It’s an important 
message delivered with a light touch and 
may appeal particularly to young readers 
who don’t always feel like the top witch in 
their coven. 8–10, 10–12

Charis Hughes

Toby Ibbotson 
THE UNEXPECTED FIND  

Scholastic, June 2019 
Paperback, 387pp, £6.99 

ISBN 9781407186245

 

William, Judy and Stefan are three 
people thrown together by unexpected 
circumstances, as a storm tears through 
a small town and uncovers as much as it 
destroys. William is largely left to his own 
devices by an essentially absent mother. 
Judy’s dad has embarked on a quest to 
find his missing friend – but now Judy is 
starting to think he’s gone missing too. And 
Stefan is too busy trying to keep track of 
William and Judy to have much time for 
anything. 

Friendship is at the heart of this epic story, 
which unfolds within a thrilling quest for 
answers across Europe. William, Judy and 
Stefan make an unlikely trio, but their 
relationship resides at the heart of the 
novel, drawing the reader in from the first 
moment they meet. Ibbotson’s prose is 
lyrical and evocative, his dialogue resonant 
and genuine, and the sense of place he 
creates is tangible. 

Toby Ibbotson’s book is that rare and 
wonderful thing, an epic story that allows 
the reader to build a deep and lasting 
intimacy with its central characters. 
Beautifully written, intricately crafted and 
paced, The Unexpected Find is an enthralling 
adventure story full of warmth, friendship 
and insight. 8–10, 10–12, 12–14

Becky Long

Carmel Uí Cheallaigh 
Maisithe ag Jimmy Burns 

TRAGÓID ATÁ LIGTHE I NDEARMAD 
Elm Books, Deireadh Fómhair 2018 

Clúdach Bog, 40lch, e5.99 
ISBN 9780993198960

B’iomaí rud a d’fhoghlaim mé ón leabhar 
seo agus is cinnte go bhfoghlaimeoidh 
léitheoirí óga neart uaidh chomh maith! 
Insíonn an leabhar scéal an RMS Leinster, 
bád a chuaigh go tóin poill céad bliain 
ó shin nuair a ionsaíodh le toirpéid é. 
Maraíodh breis is cúig chéad duine agus 
meastar é a bheith ar an tubaiste mhuirí 
is measa i stair na hÉireann. Is eachtra 
an-tábhachtach é ó thaobh stair an Chéad 
Chogaidh Dhomhanda in Éirinn de, ach 
fós féin ní raibh tubaiste an RMS Leinster 
cloiste agam riamh – tragóid atá ligthe i 
ndearmad go deimhin!

Insítear scéal an RMS Leinster ar 
bhealach sothuigthe; déanann an t-údar 
aithris ar chomhrá idir sheanathair agus 
a gharchlainne. Tá an leabhar maisithe 
le léaráidí feidhmiúla dubha agus bána 
atá i dtiúin le cur chuige an údair, atá 
dírithe níos mó ar an oideachas ná ar 
an tsamhlaíocht. Tá ‘quiz’ ag deireadh 
an leabhair agus is deis mhaith é 
athmhachnamh a dhéanamh ar an bpíosa 
staire dearmadta seo, nó é a phlé le grúpa.

Eachtra thar a bheith tábhachtach i stair 
na hÉireann atá i gceist sa leabhar seo agus 
tá Carmel Uí Cheallaigh, in éineacht le 
Músaem Náisiúnta Muirí na hÉireann, 
ag déanamh ár leasa tragóid an RMS 
Leinster a thabhairt chun cuimhne dúinn 
agus a chur in aithne don aos óg. Léifidh 
léitheoirí muiníneacha an leabhar leo 
féin, ach molaim an deis a thapú agus 
an leabhar a chomhléamh leo – b’fhéidir 
go bhfoghlaimeoidh tú rudaí nua mar a 
d’fhoghlaim mé féin! 8–10, 10–12

Brigid O’Dea
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Kirsty Applebaum 
THE MIDDLER 

Nosy Crow, March 2019 
Paperback, 266pp, £6.99 

ISBN 9781788003452

 

Maggie is a middle child, or a middler, 
and she lives in a village surrounded by a 
twisting boundary of hawthorn hedges. 
Beyond the forbidden Boundary is a 
dangerous world where something called 
the Quiet War rages. The eldest child of 
every family is required, on coming of 
age, to leave for Camp, where they will be 
trained to fight in this war. Elder children 
are treated like heroes and paragons, leaving 
a middler like Maggie to feel very much 
neglected and overlooked. That being sent 
far away to fight and possibly die in a war 
they only vaguely understand might not 
be such a great thing hasn’t yet occurred 
to Maggie, and she is determined to find a 
way to make her mark and earn some of the 
adulation heaped on her older brother, Jed.

One day, she meets Una, a Wanderer who 
lives an itinerant life outside the Boundary, 
the sort of person Maggie has been taught 
to hate and fear. With her wounded father 
hidden nearby, Una is desperate for help, 
and Maggie decides this is her chance to 
do something heroic: capture a pair of 
Wanderers. 

The Middler is a middle-grade dystopian 
thriller for anyone who’s ever felt stuck in 
the middle, whether of a family or school, 
or just life, feeling that all the attention 
and praise is reserved for older or younger 
siblings. While empathising with their 
plight, the book pushes them to see beyond 
themselves to empathise with the plights 
of others, both those who apparently have 
it better than they do and those who are 
definitely worse off. It’s also a thrilling, 
twisty fast-moving adventure. 10–12, 
12–14

Nigel Quinlan

Annet Schaap 
Translated by Laura Watkinson 

LAMPIE AND THE  
CHILDREN OF THE SEA 

Pushkin Children’s Books, May 2019 
Paperback, 333pp, £12.99 

ISBN 9781782692188

Lampie is the lighthouse-keeper’s daughter, 
and each night it is her job to climb to 
the top of the lighthouse and light the 
lantern, keeping all ships approaching the 
harbour safe from hitting the rocks. One 
night in the middle of a disastrous storm, 
Lampie runs into quite a big problem: 
she has run out of matches! A ship crashes 
into the rocks and Lampie’s father is held 
responsible. As punishment, Lampie is 
taken away to the admiral’s Black House, 
where she is put to work, but she hears 
rumours of a monster at the top of the 
house and she begins to live in fear. 

This enchanting fairy tale was a smash hit 
in the Netherlands in 2017, topping the 
bestseller charts and winning four major 
prizes. It is currently being translated into 
six different languages. This is a compelling, 
magical and moving fairy-tale adventure 
that follows young Lampie through her 
lonely world of lighthouses and charts her 
progress as she finds her own identity in the 
most gripping way. It has echoes of classic 
fairy tales such as ‘The Little Mermaid’ and 
The Secret Garden. 10–12

Ciara McGurl

Áine Ní Ghlinn 
Maisithe ag Kirsten Shiel 

BOSCADÁN 
Cois Life, Feabhra 2019 

Clúdach Bog, 85lch, e8.00 
ISBN 9781912133710

Is leabhar álainn é seo, ina bhfuil 
samhlaíocht agus fonn an pháiste mar 
chroílár an phlota. Sa scéal, tá Mamaí agus 
Daidí Aoife an-ghnóthach ag cur vardrús 
le chéile sa teach. Is léir go bhfuil siad 
róghnóthach le haird a thabhairt ar Aoife 
bheag. Tógann Aoife an bosca cairtchláir, 
inar tháinig an vardrús, agus déanann sí 
róbó cairtchláir as. Tugann Aoife an t-ainm 
Boscadán ar an róbó agus nuair a thagann 
Boscadán chun beatha, tosaíonn an spraoi 
ar fad! Carachtar aisteach ach béasach is 
ea Boscadán agus is iontach na heachtraí a 
thosaíonn leis. 

Tá an leabhar seo oiriúnach don pháiste 
atá níos sine agus atá muiníneach as an 
léitheoireacht Ghaeilge, toisc an foclóir 
saibhir, sách dúshlánach atá ann. Is iontach 
an teanga seo don pháiste atá ag foghlaim 
na Gaeilge, chun a stór focal a leathnú agus 
a shaibhriú. Tá neart caibidlí agus focal sa 
scéal.

Tarraingíonn an plota ar nós an pháiste 
a shamhlaíocht a úsáid agus spraoi a 
bheith aige le cara dofheicthe nó le rud 
neamhbheo. Cuireann sé seo ar chumas 
an pháiste ionannú leis an scéal. Cuirtear 
teachtaireachtaí agus téamaí tábhachtacha 
os comhair an pháiste, ar nós cairdeas. Tá 
teachtaireachtaí eile níos doimhne ann don 
duine fásta freisin.

Níl mórán pictiúr sa leabhar seo, ach 
treisíonn na cinn atá ann plota an scéil. 
Tá pictiúir bheaga dhubha agus bhána ar 
roinnt leathanach, chun gnéithe áirithe 
den phlota a léiriú agus chun béim a leagan 
orthu. Baintear úsáid mhór as an teanga 
agus as stíl na scríbhneoireachta chun plota 
an scéil seo a chur os comhair an léitheora. 
10–12

Lorna Ní Fhaogáin
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Barbara Else 
HARSU AND THE WERESTOAT 

Gecko Press, April 2019 
Paperback, 233pp, £6.99 

ISBN 9781776572199

 

Now that his father is gone, Harsu lives 
alone with his mother, Daama, the forty-
first daughter of the fifty-ninth daughter 
of one of the Wind God’s nine thousand 
children. His father was a human and, 
to remember him, all Harsu has is a 
warrior-physician’s cloak, a clay tablet, an 
old onager-donkey and five droplets of 
godlet-blood. But something is not right 
with Daama. In search of ‘the perfect 
child’ she feels she deserves, she has started 
kidnapping children. And sometimes, her 
skin grows a soft, brown fur and her teeth 
grow sharp and pointy, as do her ears. 
Harsu’s mother is a werestoat. And now 
that he is twelve, it’s only a matter of time 
before he becomes one too. Harsu must 
harness all his cleverness, all his strength 
and his five godlet-blood drops to save the 
kidnapped children before it’s too late.

Highly original, deeply imaginative, this 
book is part time-travel, part legend and 
all intriguing-journey into a well-defined, 
intricately built world that weaves myth 
and reality. Harsu is an amazing character 
that pulls on your heartstrings. The 
relationship between Harsu and Daama is 
a troubled one. He clearly longs to live up 
to her expectations, which are twisted and 
impossible. So he must find his own way 
through. To do that, he must stand on his 
own. The resulting tale is a rollercoaster 
adventure, taking the reader across many 
times and lands, filled with tension and 
drama, frequently funny and always 
engaging. A brilliant, captivating, unusual 
read. 10–12, 12–14

Mary Esther Judy

Sam Gayton 
THE LAST ZOO 

Andersen Press, March 2019 
Paperback, 320pp, £6.99 

ISBN 9781783447701

 

Pia lives in the world’s last zoo, where she 
looks after the animals there – not lions, 
tigers and bears, but fantastical creatures 
like genies, unicorns and hummingdragons, 
which are possible after scientists detonated 
a reality bomb. Her special care is the 
angels, whose miracles humans are relying 
on to save a dying and polluted Earth. One 
morning, the angels are gone, and Pia and 
her friends must find them. 

The fantasy world of the Seam is beautifully 
and vividly imagined. Each creature 
that comes out has a fantastical name, 
from gargantulas and smellephants to 
salamadders and mirrangutangs. The 
creatures can be hard to keep track of, and 
I often mixed them up with the different 
drone-like machines who help run the zoo, 
but it didn’t matter. One of the joys of this 
book is being completely immersed in the 
zoo, where the impossible is possible.

Gayton skilfully drip feeds us information 
throughout the text, but always gives the 
reader just enough to be able to follow Pia 
on her journey, while leaving us wanting 
to know more. He allows new concepts, 
like the i-era, to settle in our minds before 
surprising us with how they relate to the 
reader’s world today. The environmental 
message of this book is strong and leaves 
the reader with hope for the future, but 
the understanding that current human 
behaviour is unsustainable. 

This is a phenomenal book, in an 
imaginative setting, aimed at children aged 
10–14, but is thoroughly enjoyable for 
older readers too. 10–12, 12–14

Amy O’Sullivan

Fanny Britt 
Illustrated by Isabelle Arsenault 
Translated by Christelle Morelli  

and Susan Ouriou 
LOUIS UNDERCOVER 

Walker Studio, March 2019 
Hardback, 160pp, £17.99 

ISBN 9781406378429

‘You don’t need to be a rocket scientist 
to know that if my dad cries, it’s first 
and foremost because of the wine.’ Louis 
Undercover is the story of a boy coming to 
terms with his father’s addiction and his 
parents’ separation. In a family brimming 
with things unsaid, Louis’s capacity for 
understanding, healing and growth is 
explored with sensitivity and grace. 

Central to this story are Louis’s 
relationships to others, as he is portrayed as 
a protective older brother, an understanding 
son, a minder of injured animals, an 
enamoured young man, a good friend. 
His close friendship with Boris, wished-for 
romance with Billie and the support of his 
mother allow Louis to develop an identity 
and life beyond the tragedy of his father’s 
addiction. 

Arsenault brings great intimacy to the story 
with delicate pencil drawings. Handwritten 
text is effectively used to depict voice and 
tone. Most striking is her sparing use of 
colour. We begin soaked in a page of watery 
blue, with the suggestion of refracted light 
in the left-hand corner – the distant past 
that Louis’s father spends his time in. Grey 
is pervasive throughout the book, the numb 
palette of depression and trauma. Hopeful 
yellow surfaces now and again before finally 
bursting forth in a breath-taking passage as 
Louis voices the depth of his love for Billie, 
his vulnerability, his feelings about his dad, 
his insight and his hard-earned wisdom. 
Everything that follows stems from this 
small miracle of resilience and hope. 

Tender and potent and endlessly enriching. 
10–12, 12–14, Young Adult, Adult

Vita Coleman
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James Butler 
DANGEROUS GAMES 

Little Island Books, April 2019 
Paperback, 219pp, e10.00 

ISBN 9781910411919

 
Dangerous Games will grip the reader from 
start to finish. This is an absorbing story 
set in working-class contemporary urban 
Ireland. Young teenager Kevin seems at first 
an improbable hero, but as this fast-paced 
novel draws to an exciting conclusion, he 
displays both courage and resourcefulness 
when he becomes enmeshed in a dangerous 
plot concocted by his increasingly sinister 
Uncle Davey, recently released from prison, 
and his troublesome older brother, Adam. 

Friendship, family bonds and the 
importance of positive adult role models are 
at the heart of this tale, but are dealt with in 
an understated and disarming way. Butler’s 
mastery in creating authentic dialogue is to 
be particularly commended, contributing 
significantly to the ‘unputdownable’ quality 
of a narrative that involves a gun, a tiger-
kidnapping and a pink getaway bike! 

James Butler has written plays for children 
and teenage audiences, but Dangerous 
Games is his début novel – I sincerely hope 
it will be the first of many. 12–14, Young 
Adult

Áine McGillicuddy

Rebecca Stevens 
LILY AND THE ROCKETS 

Chicken House Books, May 2019 
Paperback, 298pp, £6.99 

ISBN 9781912626120

 

We often say that children grow up too 
quickly these days. But truth is, the 
transition from childhood to adulthood was 
much more abrupt in the days before the 
invention of so-called teenagers. 

In the summer of 1917, a fourteen-year-
old South London girl contemplates her 
future. She can go into service as a maid 
or, while the war lasts at least, she can join 
the munitions factory at the Arsenal in 
Woolwich, where the workforce is being 
gradually poisoned by toxic chemicals. 
When she chooses the latter, Lily gets to 
fulfil her driving ambition: to play football 
on a women’s team. But Lily will go further. 
When the war ends, she finds a way to keep 
on playing, even if it means taking big risks 
in a very male world. 

Lily and the Rockets is a coming-of-age tale 
set when women and girls were expected to 
step up to serve the country’s needs and step 
back down as soon as the men returned. 
Lily wants to be the best goalkeeper ever. 
And she wants to grow up, have adventures 
and fall in love. She is brave and impulsive, 
like any modern teen, but she carries the 
responsibility for her household in a very 
adult way and she learns from her mistakes. 

Rebecca Stevens has based her story on real 
events and a real character who made great 
strides in women’s sport. You don’t have to 
be a football fan to enjoy it – Lily’s victories 
are on many levels. 12+

Jan Winter

J.M. Barrie   
Aistrithe ag Máiréad Ní Ghráda 
Maisithe ag Mabel Lucie Atwell 

TÍR NA DEO 
An Gúm, Nollaig 2018 

Clúdach Bog, 239lch, e10.00 
ISBN 9781857919455 

Tá cáil nach beag ar scéal J.M. Barrie ó 
céadfhoilsíodh i mBéarla é i 1906 mar 
Peter Pan in Kensington Gardens. Ó shin i 
leith tá Peter Pan ina shiombail leanúnach 
den óige neamhurchóideach, siombail a 
thrasnaíonn cultúir an Iarthair, a insítear 
agus a athinsítear go mion minic i scannáin, 
i gcartúin agus i leabhair, cineál seachadta 
a théann ó ghlúin go glúin. Is cuimhin don 
léitheoir seo blaiseadh a fháil ar Peter Pan 
den chéad uair i leagan scannánaíochta 
Disney Peter Pan (1953) agus san athinsint 
air in Hook (1991) leis an aisteoir Robin 
Williams sa phríomhról. Rinne Máiréad 
Ní Ghráda aithinsint Ghaeilge ar an scéal 
a fhoilsiú sa bhliain 1938. Is cúis áthais 
dom é go bhfuil an leagan nua seo den 
scéal ar fáil anois ón nGúm. Sa leagan seo 
cuirtear san áireamh maisiú Mabel Lucie 
Atwell, a chuireann le heachtraí Pheadairín 
Pan (Peter Pan) ó thús deireadh. Éiríonn 
le Ní Ghráda bunteachtaireacht Barrie a 
choinneáil sa téacs; an draíocht a bhaineann 
le Tír na Deo (Neverland), léirithe ar shióga 
(Clingín Cloig!), ar fhoghlaithe mara, agus 
ar shaol Bhláithín (Wendy) agus a heachtraí 
le Peadairín Pan. Le linn an scéil féin tugtar 
cuireadh dá léitheoirí draíocht Thír na 
Deo a fheiceáil. Faoi mar a mhíníonn na 
foilsitheoirí, tá an litriú ag teacht leis an 
gcaighdeán oifigiúil san eagrán seo agus 
mar sin beidh sé ar chumas pháistí na linne 
seo an athinsint álainn úd a léamh ó thús 
deireadh. Cé go bhfuil teanga an tsaothair 
gan locht, is cinnte go n-oirfeadh sé do 
léitheoirí sna luathdhéaga nó níos sine. Ó 
am go chéile, feictear castacht sa teanga ach 
ní sin le rá nach mbeadh tuismitheoirí in 
ann an téacs seo a léamh lena ngasúir óga. 
11+

Seán Mac Risteaird
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Danielle Paige 
Illustrated by Stephen Byrne 

MERA: TIDEBREAKER. 
DC INK, April 2019 

Paperback, 180pp, £12.99 
ISBN 9781401283391

In an underwater country riven by tensions 
between the Atlanteans and the conquered 
Xebellians, warrior princess Mera is torn 
over accepting a strategic political marriage 
with childhood friend Larken. However, 
when she overhears a discussion between 
Larken and her father about his being given 
the throne, and her hand, in return for 
killing an Atlantean prince, she becomes 
determined to take control of her future 
and the throne, deciding to kill the prince 
herself. This does not work out as planned.

This action-romance comic from DC Ink, 
a new imprint for readers in their teens 
and younger, is effective in exploring 
female independence, parental expectations 
and life choices. Despite the adventure 
elements, this graphic novel is about 
emotions and relationships. The narrative 
also focuses on reconciliation across families 
and peoples. It also contains flashes of 
humour as Mera, in pursuit of Prince 
Arthur, finds him living on land, unaware 
of his heritage, and so has to adapt to living 
in this very different element.

The palette consists of muted blues, greys 
and greens, with Mera’s red hair acting as 
an accent throughout the book, as well as 
suggesting her difference as royal rebel. I 
found it a little too muted, almost dull, 
and some of the images lacked dynamism. 
However, the page layout was effective 
and the speech balloons placed well, so 
novice comic readers will pick up how the 
grammar of the comic works, as well as 
easily follow the story. 12–14, Young Adult

Mel Gibson

Emily Barr 
THE GIRL WHO CAME  
OUT OF THE WOODS 
Penguin Books, May 2019 
Paperback, 320pp, £7.99 

ISBN 9780241345221

The Girl Who Came out of the Woods is 
Emily Barr’s third book for YA readers 
(previous work includes The One Memory 
of Flora Banks). This novel centres around 
sixteen-year-old Arty who has lived all her 
life in a commune in India, secluded from 
the twenty-first-century world. After a 
tragic accident, she is forced to enter the 
modern world. 

Arty’s story is compelling and well written, 
painting a vivid picture of India and what 
our society today might look like to a true 
outsider struggling to find her way. The 
book is structured as dual first-person 
narratives. The main and longer of these is 
centred on Arty’s quest to find her family 
and the journey she goes on to do so, from 
the busy streets of Mumbai to a rain-soaked 
England. The second narrative is the voice 
of an unknown stranger, someone somehow 
connected to Arty, who is imprisoned in a 
suburban basement, willing to die trying to 
escape its walls. 

The novel is billed as a ‘summer thriller’, 
but this is perhaps not accurate. Rather 
it is a coming-of-age story set against a 
background of unravelling family secrets 
with duelling narratives that battle for the 
reader’s attention. While a ‘ticking clock’ 
element would have upped the tension even 
more, this is a highly enjoyable read about 
a strong, fearless young teen finding her 
way, a reflection on modern society and a 
reaffirmation that good Samaritans exist in 
our world. Young Adult

Triona Campbell

Lauren Myracle 
Illustrated by Isaac Goodhart 

UNDER THE MOON:  
A CATWOMAN TALE 

DC Ink, May 2019 
Paperback, 195pp, £12.99 

ISBN 9781401285913

Catwoman is an iconic figure, and 
attempting to tell a fresh and compelling 
version of her story is quite the challenge 
to undertake. Yet Lauren Myracle and Isaac 
Goodhart’s Under the Moon manages to 
present younger readers with an origin story 
for Selina Kyle that they can relate to and 
enjoy without feeling overwhelmed by her 
expansive history.

Myracle and Goodhart present a Selina 
at the very beginning of her Catwoman 
journey, desperate for escape while living 
with a neglectful mother and her mother’s 
abusive husband. Goodhart expertly 
captures the tension that exists between 
Selina and the violent Dernell, contrasting 
the two through their sizes and the use 
of shadows and light – a contrast that fits 
the overall narrative perfectly, as Selina 
responds to this abuse through acts of 
kindness for others. The only real issue with 
this part of the story is the clichéd nature 
of her interactions at school, which seem 
almost intentionally empty and rote.

The story comes to life when Selina finally 
leaves home and takes on the Catgirl 
title, a moment beautifully captured by 
Goodhart through a fantasy in which the 
stars form into a cat to guide Selina in this 
transformation. What is truly impressive 
about this part of the novel is how 
Myracle manages to show the horrors of 
homelessness and still thrill the reader with 
Selina’s transition into an expert cat burglar 
and anti-hero. 

A fun, wonderfully illustrated story 
that fully embraces Catwoman’s moral 
greyness. A great read for anyone after some 
excitement. 12–14, Young Adult

Elaine Smyth
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Kathryn Evans 
BEAUTY SLEEP 

Usborne Publishing, April 2019 
Paperback, 438pp, £7.99 

ISBN 9781474954877

 

Laura can’t remember who she is. But the 
world knows her as a real-life sleeping 
beauty – frozen for more than forty years, 
awaiting a cure for a mystery illness. 
Suddenly transplanted to the future, how 
can she adapt to a world so very different to 
all that she remembers? Laura must build a 
new life while solving the mystery of what 
happened to her old one.

Told from Laura’s perspective, this Black 
Mirror twist on Sleeping Beauty tracks 
Laura’s slow – sometimes frustratingly 
so – realisation that her new life under the 
guardianship of beautiful Miss Lilly may 
not be as it seems. We also hear the voice 
of Shem, a young man living on the streets, 
who reveals more about the authoritarian 
state in place in this future England.

The author uses the trope of the orphaned 
child taken in by a wealthy benefactor 
and sent to boarding school to provide the 
scaffolding for Laura to start questioning 
assumptions she has made – but who can 
she trust? Her new friends or a loved one 
from her distant past?

The final chapters feature some quite 
confronting truths about modern beauty 
ideals and the lengths that people will go 
to in order to retain a youthful appearance. 
There are also subtle comments on a police 
state that allows the privileged to believe 
that life is comfortable and safe for all, 
while at the same time targeting those in 
most need, allowing them to fall through 
the cracks into grave danger. Young Adult

Keelin Murray

Jenny Downham 
FURIOUS THING 

David Fickling Books, October 2019 
Hardback, 384pp, £10.99  

ISBN 9781788450980

 
 
‘Stories are about transformation, about 
starting as one thing and ending as another. 
And in the middle, when you don’t know 
what’s going to happen, all you have is 
hope.’

Written in a compelling first-person 
narrative, Furious Thing is a coming-of-age 
story with a timely message. The struggles 
of main character Lexi with school and 
exam pressure will feel familiar to most 
readers. However, it is the slow realisation 
that she is stuck in a harrowing world 
of controlling and manipulative non-
physical domestic abuse that stays with you 
afterwards. 

Convincingly portrayed, this is a window 
into a world that is all too familiar to many. 
It is also a reinforcement of the positive 
message that things can change. In this 
case, Lexi has two main weapons to use 
in her battle. The first, her own anger and 
intellect. The second, the fairy-tale role 
models she uses to push herself forward 
(characters who, like her, have to earn their 
‘happily ever after’). At its core, this book is 
about how ‘a healthy girl should be furious 
because the world is an unfair place’. That 
anger is a shield without which a girl’s 
sense of self can be whittled away. My only 
criticism is technical (video editing, as done 
by one of the characters, takes more time in 
real life). 

Overall, this is an emotional fourth 
book from award-winning author Jenny 
Downham that is hard to put down and 
feels like essential reading for young adults 
today. Young Adult

Triona Campbell

Lex Croucher 
YOU’RE CRUSHING IT! 

Bloomsbury Publishing, June 2019 
Paperback, 272pp, £7.99 
ISBN 9781408892473 

Sometimes life is exactly what we want it 
to be and everything seems perfect. But at 
other times we feel like everything is out of 
our control, everything from our emotions 
to our friends’ behaviour to the way the 
world itself is being run. This is where 
YouTube influencer Lex Croucher’s new 
book steps in to tell young people the  
truth – this is completely normal, and 
everyone feels this way. 

Written for a generation of teenagers and 
young people who have grown up with the 
pressures of social media and the traumas 
of cyber-bullying, You’re Crushing It is a 
series of essays that speak to a need for all 
of us to live our real and authentic lives, 
to reconnect with those around us and to 
place less emphasis on the often-fake world 
of the media.

Croucher writes with an honesty and 
frankness that is both refreshing and 
engaging. No topic is off-limits, but far 
from exploiting a potentially vulnerable 
audience, she treats her subject matter with 
a dignity and a respect that always feels 
genuine. Any young person looking for 
a relatable source of insight and wisdom 
should give this book a try. Covering 
everything from family dynamics to 
relationships, body image to intelligent 
social media usage, bullying to self-esteem 
and mental health, Croucher is offering a 
set of solid principles for negotiating the 
ups and downs of modern-day life. Young 
Adult

Becky Long



Tom Pollock 
HEARTSTREAM 

Walker Books, July 2019  
Paperback, 352pp, £7.99 
ISBN 9781406378184 

Heartstream is a gut-wrenching thriller 
about the terrifying power of obsession. 
Cat’s story and Amy’s story are told through 
an incredibly enticing dual narrative. Amy 
used the app Heartstream to livestream the 
emotions she felt as her mother died. As 
the book begins, Amy is confronted in her 
own home by a fan of her streams with a 
bomb strapped to her chest. The book flips 
between this storyline and that of Cat, who 
begins a secret relationship with a famous 
band member, despite officially supporting 
his alleged relationship with Evie, a fellow 
band member who also happens to be Cat’s 
best friend.

Fully realised characters and intricately 
woven plotlines bring this suspenseful 
novel to life. It is a gripping psychological 
exploration of the power obsession has over 
our thoughts and actions. It delves deep 
into the human psyche and reveals the 
worst of us. Insightful flashbacks and the 
author’s skilful storytelling suck you into 
the book and it stays with you long after it 
is finished.

I can’t recommend this book highly 
enough; however, due to some explicit 
details I would recommend it for 15+. 
Young Adult

Marie Bishop
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Charlie Pike 
JACOB’S LADDER  

The O’Brien Press, April 2019 
Paperback, 314pp, e14.99 

ISBN 9781788490405

 

Leon is an Initiate about to Rise as a 
warrior of the True Path, tasked with taking 
a life to prove the worthiness of his own. In 
Leon’s world, civilisation is crumbling and 
the Earth is almost destroyed, but an alien 
species has dispatched messages to Earth 
vowing to rescue those deemed worthy to 
reach salvation on their home planet of 
Thule. When Leon’s mission goes awry, 
he is left to fight against the odds along 
with his Divvy Martha, whose stories and 
knowledge of the world outside of the True 
Path cause him to question everything he 
has ever believed.

While some readers may find the fast-paced 
and layered nature of the plot of Jacob’s 
Ladder challenging at times, as a début 
author Pike commits wholeheartedly to 
the world-building elements of this story, 
without shying away from creating complex 
characters that are not always easy to like. 

Jacob’s Ladder is a thrilling and often gory 
sci-fi fantasy that is sure to satisfy devout 
dystopia fans with a stomach for action and 
violence. Perfect for readers who previously 
enjoyed Peadar ÓGuilín and James 
Dashner. Young Adult

Ruth Concannon

Sarah Maria Griffin 
OTHER WORDS FOR SMOKE 

Titan Books, April 2019 
Paperback, 336pp, £8.99 

ISBN 9781789090093

 

Dorasbeg seems like a normal place, a 
small village at the bottom of the Dublin 
Mountains, a safe place for twins Mae and 
Rossa Frost to stay while their parents work 
through some problems. The house of their 
great-aunt Rita, though, is not a safe place; 
it has many hidden dangers. Sarah Maria 
Griffin has created a strange world that is 
at once familiar and other. This is a house 
full of secrets that are intertwined with the 
shameful secrecy of Ireland’s past.

As Mae and Rossa get to know their 
great-aunt and her ward, the beautiful 
and mysterious Bevan, they come to 
learn more about their own strengths and 
weaknesses. As twins, they have always 
been a unit and Griffin cleverly examines 
how the relationship between them changes 
as they both move through adolescence 
and into young adulthood. The integrity 
of their family unit is changing and they 
each cope with this in different ways – 
one twin looking outward and the other 
twin retreating inward. This is a book that 
explores the strengths and vulnerabilities 
that are revealed at the start of first love. 

There is magic and malevolence in this 
brilliant story, but the powers within the 
house are not simply good or evil – Griffin 
is far too clever a writer to fall into that 
trap. Young Adult

Laura O’Herlihy
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writer who can be found at  
www.trionacampbell.com

By the time you are reading this, Vita 
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believe it either.
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UNESCO, City of Literature.
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as a child. No one was surprised when 
she grew up to be a librarian.
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interested in visual literacies, comics and 
picturebooks.

Alison Healy is the author of How Billy 
Brown Saved the Queen published by 
Little Island Books.

Olivia Hope is a children’s writer with 
degrees in Education and Psychology. 
Her début picturebook, Be Wild, Little 
One, will be published by Bloomsbury 
Publishing in 2020.
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communications and has an interest in 
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Lucinda Jacob’s poetry book Hopscotch 
in the Sky and ebook Hopscotch in the Sky 
Poetry Kit from Little Island Books and 
Poetry Ireland are now also in audiobook 
form with the poems read by Jennifer 
Johnston.

Mary Esther Judy always has a children’s 
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reviewer, blogger at Fallen Star Stories, 
an editor and a bookseller.
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University Ireland, Galway, Victoire 
Lemaire is currently a publishing intern 
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Studies from Galway-Mayo Institute of 
Technology and a master’s in Library 
and Information Studies from University 
College Dublin. 

Emma McKeag is a librarian who enjoys 
reading, tasty food and dancing around 
the kitchen! 

Susan McKeever is an editor and 
ghostwriter for several Irish and 
international publishers and authors, 
whose love of children’s books began 
when she edited Eyewitness Guides for 
Dorling Kindersley many moons ago.

Keelin Murray works as communications 
and publications manager for a national 
arts organisation, and is often to be 
found reading, travelling or sewing.

Is múinteoir bunscoile as Co. Chill Dara 
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Jennifer O’Brien is an artist, an 
illustrator and a writer with a passion for 
picturebooks and children’s literature.

Is céimí le Nua-Ghaeilge í Brigid O’Dea. 
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Amy O’Sullivan is undertaking an M.Phil. 
in Children’s Literature in Trinity College 
Dublin. She is interested in narration in 
children’s books.

Lindsay Quayle supports the Early Years 
programme at Scottish Book Trust. She 
eats, sleeps and breathes children’s 
books.

Nigel Quinlan is the author of The 
Maloneys’ Magical Weatherbox and The 
Cloak of Feathers. @Nigellicus

Mary Roche is an education consultant, 
bookworm and author of Developing 
Children’s Critical Thinking through 
Picturebooks. She can usually be found 
where the books are.

Andrew Roycroft is a published poet, a 
constant reader and an avid reviewer of 
books of all types and age ranges. 

Elaine Smyth is a twenty-four-year-old 
master’s student, studying Children’s 
Literature at Trinity College Dublin.

Paul Staunton is a primary school 
teacher with a love of illustration and 
reading. 

Jan Winter currently lives in London 
where she works as a teacher of English 
and in literacy support.
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Children’s Books Ireland is the national 
children’s books organisation of Ireland. 
Our mission is to make books a part 
of every child’s life. We champion and 
celebrate the importance of authors and 
illustrators and we work in partnership 
with the people and organisations who 
enhance children’s lives through books. 
Our vision is an Ireland in which books 
are a part of every child’s life and where 
meaningful engagement with books is 
supported by passionate and informed 
adults in families, schools, libraries and 
communities all across the country.

Children’s Books Ireland is a registered 
charity and becoming a member supports 
the work we do. 

What do we do?
We publish Inis magazine online and in print to 
provide a focus for children’s books discussion 
and review.

We run the CBI Book of the Year Awards, 
along with the Shadowing Scheme for schools 
and groups of young readers, to recognise 
excellence in the work of Irish authors and 
illustrators.

We run an annual conference featuring some 
of the most exciting speakers in writing, 
illustration, publishing, reading promotion and 
critical discussion of books for children and 
young adults.

We coordinate an annual celebration of 
reading throughout the month of October. 
We strive for live literature events to be made 
available for children in every county on the 
island of Ireland. We commission an original 
illustration each year to showcase an Irish 
illustrator for use on bookmarks, posters and 
the Inis Reading Guide – a guide to the best 
books published in any given year, especially 
highlighting Irish-published books and books 
by Irish authors and illustrators.

We provide professional development for 
authors, illustrators and storytellers.
We partner with a wide variety of festivals, 
venues, libraries and organisations throughout 
the year to bring authors and illustrators 
together with young audiences, and we bring 
young readers together with great books 
through our Book Clinics.

We respond to general queries and requests 
and share information, book-related activities 
and useful resources through our website, 
newsletter and other publications.

What do our members get?
• Three issues of Inis magazine every year
• A copy of the Inis Reading Guide
• Posters and bookmarks featuring an  
 original illustration by an Irish artist each  
 year
• Reduced entry fees to the annual  
 CBI conference and any live literature or  
 professional development events organised  
 throughout the year
• Regular updates by post from Children’s  
 Books Ireland

For CBI membership and resources, go online to 

www.childrensbooksireland.ie 

Follow us on social media!

childrensbooksireland  

@KidsBooksIrel

@kidsbooksirel

Children's Books Ireland
Leabhair Pháistí Éireann
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